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TESTS ON PPP AND MONETARY MODELS
ABSTRACT
The main thrust of this thesis aims at.analysing the mechanism that
determines the movements of the Hong Kong dollar exchange rate and the
factors underlying during the floating period.
Since the advent of generalized floating in November 1974, the Hong
Kong dollar has been volatile, and like in other floating exchange rate
and convertible currency countries, the relationships among the-relevant
variables are necessarily complex. As the exchange rate is the 'relative
price of two monies', generalized floating has also revived interest in
the theory of exchange rate determination from a monetary point of view.
Following the theoretical schema of this point of view as crystallized
in the doctrine of purchasing power parity and the monetary approach, the
movements of the Hong Kong dollar/US dollar, I-long Kong dollar/Pound, and
Hong Kong dollar/Deutsche Mark bilateral rates as well as the effective
exchange rate of the Hong Kong dollar are examined..
Ordinary Least Squares method is the econometric technique used in
estimation. When serial correlation is revealed, the Cochrane-Orcutt
two-stage procedure is used to re-estimate the equations. The empirical
results show that the movements of the Hong Kong dollar cannot be well
explained by the purchasing power parity theory. In addition, it is
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found that there is a real depreciation of the Hong Kong dollar during
the period under study. However, the monetary model appears to be
workable in providing an adequate explanation. In particular, good
results are obtained for the Hong Kong dollar/US dollar bilateral rate,
though for a more refined analysis, a more detailed study of this
kind in a broader perspective is needed.
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PREFACE
Since the advent of generalized floating in November 1974, the movement
of the Hong Kong dollar has experienced increasing volatility. This highlights
the need for an analysis of the mechanism that determines its exchange rate
and the factors underlying.
In this study, an attempt is made to examine quantitatively the
mechanism that determines its exchange rate and the factors underlying in
the light of the Purchasing Power Parity and the monetary approach.
Traditional regressional analysis are separately applied to the Hong Kong
dollar/US dollar, Hong Kong dollar/Pound and Hong Kong dollar/Deutsche Mark
bilateral rates, as well as the effective exchange rate of the Hong Kong
dollar. The results reveal that on the whole, the monetary model is
workable and is superior to the PPP model, in providing an adequate
explanation. In particular, good results are obtained for the Hong Kong
dollar/US dollar bilateral rate.
In the course of this study, I am very deeply indebted to my supervisor,
Dr. Victor Mok, for his constant guidance, patience and encouragement all
the way through to completion.
I would also like to express my gratitude to Mr. Ali K.H. Li for typing
and proof-reading the whole manuscript.
At all events, I alone answer for any possible faults.
Kam-Kun Chow
May, 1983
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Less than a dozen years ago, Hong Kong was basically a centre of
trade with its financial activities being geared primarily to domestic
interests.' With the remarkable growth of its domestic economy,2 the
continued rapid development of its financial infrastructure3 and the
advancement of a positive regulatory environment, Hong Kong has been
transformed into a financial centre that services the whole Asia-
Pacific region and beyond.4
1For a detailed discussion on Hong Kong's banking and monetary develop-
ments before 1973 see.Jao (1974).
2During the 1970s the average growth rate in real terms of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) was 9 percent. To be sure, these high growth rates have not
been achieved without considerable cyclical fluctuations, particularly
during the worldwide recession of 1974-1975. Moreover, during the period
1976-1979, Hong Kong's real GDP grew at an average rate of 12.5 percent per
3The rapid development of Hong Kong's financial infrastructure can be
evidenced by the sharp increase in the number of banking and near-banking
institutions. During the period 1969 to 1980, number of licenced banks
increased almost by half to 113, while registered deposit-taking companies,
which were non-existent before 1970, proliferated to 283. In addition, there
are signs that developments are taking place in medium instruments. At the
end of 1979, the total volume of Hong Kong dollar Certificates of Deposits
(CDs) was reported to have reached HK$1,000 million. For details, see Lee
and Jao (1982).
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nong nong-s position as a net lenaer is seen in the uovernment s
published figures for banks' and DTCs' external claims and liabilities.
At the end of 1980, Hong Kong's total claims on banks and non-bank customers
outside Hong Kong were US$40.4 billion. Of the claims, the Asia-Pacific
countries accounted for US$22.4 billion or 55.4 percent of the total net
loans. See Wells (1981), p.117
annum, a record probadly unm tched by any other country.
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The Hong Kong money market, supported by its growing commercial
base, has also attracted an increasing number of international brokers
and banks to engage in foreign exchange and money market dealings. In
the area of foreign exchange, the continuing growth has brought about
more competitive pricings5 and increasing trading volumes. According
to a recent estimate, in 1979 average turnover per working day could
be as high as US$2.5 billion in US$/HK$ rate dealings. Cross-rate
dealings in third currencies against the US dollar has also increased rapidly.6
In addition, we have shared the same type of exchange frustration as
the rest of the world. Since the advent of generalized floating in
November 1974, the movement of the Hong Kong dollar both on a trade-weighted
basis and against its US counterpart has experienced increasing volatility.
Table 1.1 reports the average absolute monthly percentage changes in the
US$/HK$ rate and effective exchange rate of the Hong Kong dollar. As is
evident, the mean absolute change, on both measures, had been increasing
from about 1.32 percent and 0.95 percent per month in 1975 to 2.11 percent
and 1.56 percent per month in 1981 respectively.
As a consequence of this increasing volatility, traders, government
and international organizations are confronted with new economic problems,
choices and instruments. They have to seek for access to all market
5 Before 1973, the authorized exchange banks and the authorized
exchange brokers jointly determined what were known as agreed merchant
rates with a rather wide spread which could at times exceed 500 basis
point. Since 1973, however, the agreed merchant rates have ceased to
be binding, except for serving as a frame of reference. The entry of
multinational merchant banks and other DTCs has brought more competition
into the market. The spread between buying and selling rates has narrowed
and the closing rates now more accurately reflect market forces of demand
and supply. See Lee and Jao (1982), p.20
6Ibid.
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alternativeswhich will allow them to protect themselves from unnecessary
foreign exchange risk exposure. These developments provide the background
for this thesis, which is intended to sum up the relevant evidence and to
examine the movements of the Hong Kong dollar exchange rate during the
floating period in the light of the PPP theory and the monetary approach.
But as a prelude to our subject proper, a summary perspective on the post-
war monetary regimes and the theories of exchange rate determination may
be in order.
TABLE 1.1
MEAN ABSOLUTE PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN EXCHANGE RATES
MONTHLY DATA: JANUARY 1975- DECEMBER 1981
Mean Absolute Percentage Mean Absolute Percentage Changes
Year







1981 2.11 1. 56
Source: computed: from data given in Hong Kong Government, Hong Kong Monthly
Digest of Statistics, (various issues).
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1.1 Postwar Monetary Regimes and Theories of Exchange Rate Determination
In the aftermath of-the Second World War, the World has seen two principal
types of international monetary regimes: first, the IMF (Bretton Woods) type
regime which functioned between 1946 and 1973 second, the managed float
regime, which operated from 1973 to date.
In the preceding IMF regime, participant countries were obliged to
maintain the exchange rate fixed, within a narrow band. However, at the
same time, exchange rate flexibilities were also allowed in the long term
to correct fundamental disequilibria in the balance of payments.7 At that
time, the equilibrium exchange rate was viewed as the exchange rate which
would maintain equilibrium between balance of payments flows. As Kindleberger
stated:
Equilibrium is that state of the balance of payments of a country,
or of the world, for a given- set of parameters, which can be sustained
without intervention. The parameters invloved are national incomes,
price levels, and behind them tastes, resources and the production
functions for the current account, and on the capital account,
propensity to invest and save, liquidity preferences, money supplies
and the view of the value of a country's currency, relative to
alternative assets taken by individuals, and by monetary authorities.
When any of these parameters changes the equilibrium position of the
balance of payments changes. When it fails to adjust, or overadjusts,
there is disequilibrium.8
Given that exchange rate changes were generally regarded as the
appropriate policy instrumrnt for the correction of fundamental disequilibrium
7Under the IFM agreement, stable rates were ensured by requiring each
member to declare a par value for its currency, expressed in terms of gold
or the US dollar, and to allow spot rate of exchange to vary from that value
by no more than 1 percent. As for member countries confronting a "fundamental
disequilibrium" in the balance of payments, its currency may devaluate or
revaluate, but not in excess of 10 percent. Greater changes are subject




in the balance of payments, theories correspondingly focused mainly on the
influence of exchange rates on the current account, and on the mechanism
which this could provide for the correction of payments imbalances. Following
the paper by Robinson,9 the elasticity approach emphasizes the importance of
international commodity trade flows. Trade elasticities were thought to
underlie the supply and demand curves in the foreign exchange market, and
short-run stability of that market was analysed in terms of the Marshall-
Lerner condition. 10 The Keynesian multiplier approach developed by
Harberger11 emphasises, besides the elasticities conditions, the importance
of real income in affecting exchange rate. The income-absorption approach
associated with Alexander12 emphasizes not only the importance of the level
of real income, but also the level of real expenditures. If devaluation
results in an increase in the level of real income but also induces an
even higher level of real expenditures, then this will cause the exchange
rate to deteriorate further.
While much of the discussions centered upon the effect of exchange
rate devaluation on the correction of payments imbalance, considerable
attention has been directed to the alleged weaknesses in the system. The
first was a weakness in the adjustment mechanism to deal with payments
disequilibria. The second was a weakness in the arrangement for the
provision of a continuing and dependable growth in world international
9Robinson (1937), Chapter 1
10There are a variety of approaches which yield restrictions on price
elasticities as the condition for a successful devaluation. See Caves and




reserves. The third was-a weakness inherent in a reserve currency system,
which exposed the reserve currency to lapses of confidence leading to
demand for conversion into gold. Furthermore, it was widely recognized
that the problem of liquidity was intimately linked with the problem of
confidence in a contradictory manner,, 13 since either the reserve currency
(the US dollar) continued to provide the needed reserves, in which case
the system exposed to increasing crises of confidence, or it ceased to
be the source of reserves, in which case the system would be imperilled
by a shortage of reserves.
The par value system showed signs of growing strain from the mid
1960s. This was due to rapid changes in competitive positions among the
major industrial countries, reflecting divergent rates of productivity
growth in favour of continental Europe and Japan, to widening disparities
in rates of inflation, and to the reluctance of many countries to make
timely and adequate exchange rate change.14 Although the SDR was available
after 1969 to supplement reserves, the reserve currency countries continued
to run large deficits, and large amounts of additional liquidity were still
generated in the form of reserve currencies. Pressures for exchange rate
adjustments were aggravated by speculative short-term capital movements.
The pound sterling and other currencies in the sterling bloc were devalued
in November 1967, the official and non-official markets for gold were
separated by the United States and its partners in March 1968, the French
franc was devalued in August 1969'and the deutsche mark was revalued in
October 1969. The Canadian dollar resumed floating in May 1970, and the
deutsche mark was allowed to float from May 1971.
13Triffin (1960)
14Hooke (1981), p.S
7In August 1971, the United States formally abrogated the official
convertibility of the dollar into gold and other reserves assets. A
new pattern of exchange rates with wider margins (2.25 percent either
side of parity) was agreed in December 1971 for all major currencies
other than the Canadian Dollar, which continued to float. This
pattern remained in effect until early 1973 for all currencies except
the pound sterling, which floated from June 1972. With the oil price
shock of 1973, the Bretton Woods system finally broke down. Since
then, currency prices were granted flexibility. is
During the generalized floating period 16, exchange rates between
major currencies have displayed large fluctuations. The international
monetary system had to adjust to the huge international payments
imbalance that was created by the 1973-1974 oil price increases.
International bank lending, for instance, has grown rapidly.17 External
lending by commercial banks in the principal industrial countries, net
of interbank transfers is estimated to have risen from approximately
US$170 billion at the end of 1973 to about US$640 billion at the end
of September 1979, or nearly a fourfold increase in less than six years.18
15F,or a narrative of the postwar monetary crisis, see Argy (1981),
nn.11-114
10Although the period since the abandonment of the Smithsonian parities
is sometimes referred to as one of generalized floating, all major exchange
rates have at various times been subject to the use by national authorities
of policy instruments specifically directed towards exchange rate management.
Appendix I lists the main administered exchange rate changes since the
breakdown of the Bretton Woods regime.
17It has to be noted that the rapid growth in international bank lending
may also reflect the desire to build up international reserves. However, the
large balances of payments financing requirements during the period seems to be
the dominating factor affecting the growth in international bank lending.
10Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York. World Financial Markets.
(New York December 1979), p.2
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These developments not only placed unprecedented pressures on the
foreign exchange markets, but also led to an intensive re-apprasial of
the theory of exchange rate determination. The approaches that are
discussed earlier has since come to be regarded as partial and inadequate,
at least for short-run analysis. For instance, in the absence of supporting
government macropolicy, the favorable effect of devaluation on the trade
balance is subject to question. Magee19 argues that in the short run,
when quantities already ordered cannot be altered, an unexpected depreciation
necessarily worsens the flow of current payments: foreign-exchange earnings
from exports decline whereas foreign currency payments for imports remain
unchanged. McKinnon also demonstrated that the 25 percent real (35 percent
nominal) devaluation of the US dollar against the Yen in 1977-1978 had no
predictable effect on the net US trade balance with Japan. Even afterwards
one cannot assess its impact on the balance between exports and imports.20
In such an environment, exchange rate theory had moved the focus of
analysis from the partial framework of the foreign trade sector to the
general framework of macroeconomics. The monetary approach and its
ideological antecedent, the Purchasing Power Parity theory thus provides a
convenient starting point for analysing the fundamental determinants of the
exchange rate movements. 21
19Magee (1973), pp.303-323
20McKinnon (1981), p.SS3
21In parallel with the reemergence of the PPP doctrine and the monetary
approach to exchange rate determination, Fleming (1962), Mundell (1963),
Branson (1979), Dornbusch (1976) and others also developed their own models,
focussing mainly on the monetary aspects.
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Though not without.their own point of emphasis, both the PPP theory
and the monetary approach assert that exchange rate is essentially a
monetary phenomenon. The PPP doctrine can be seen as an extension of the
quantity theory of money in an open economy.22 Under full employment
conditions and velocity of circulation unchanged over time, an expansion
in the monetary base will increase the overall domestic price level without
affecting relative commodity prices. The ensuing change in the internal
price level will then be completely offset by a change in the exchange rate.
Although the monetary approach is based upon the theorectical concept
of PPP theory, it does not typically trace the influence of the exchange rate
through conventional price indices.23 Instead, it appeals to asset markets
in general and the money markets in particular. On this asset market view,
an exchange rate will gravitate in any period towards an equilibrium where
the stocks of assets denominated in the two currencies concerned are willingly
held. Therefore, in the monetary approach, teh relative price of the two
currencies are stated in terms of the supply of and the demand for their
currencies.
1.2 The Purpose and Organization of the Study
In the 1970s and the early 1980s, econometric applications of the
monetary approach and purchasing power parity theory to exchange rate
expanded by leaps and bounds. 24 However, most of the empirical work are directed
22Myhrman (1977), p.46
23Bilson (1978), p.S3
24For a review of the previous empirical studies of the PPP theory and
of the monetary approach to exchange rate, see Chapter IV of this study.
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to examining the relative movements of the major currencies only.25 Despite
the continued rapid development of its financial infrastructure on the one
hand, and the increased volatility of its exchange rate on the other, little
effort has been devoted to the modelling of the Hong Kong dollar exchange
rate.26 The present thesis aims at filling the gap by analysing the
movements of the Hong Kong dollar exchange rate during the floating period
in the light of the PPP theory and the monetary approach. It may also be
viewed as a test of the PPP theory and the monetary approach to the
determination of the exchange rate within the Hong Kong context.
To start with, a brief account of the history of the Hong Kong dollar
exchange rate is given in Chapter II. The institutional background of the
monetary sector is also discussed from a developmental perspective. Though
the main concern of the present study is to examine the Hong Kong dollar
exchange rate movements throughout the floating period, yet we attempt to
outline the exchange rate movements and the institutional changes ever
since 1842. It is believed that it will provide a useful institutional
background against which to assess hypothesis about floating in the 1970s.
Chapter III deals with the theorectical schema of the PPP theory and the
monetary approach to exchange rate. Critics of the theories are also
discussed, in hopes of giving a theorectical perspective to appraise the
empirical tests. In Chapter IV, a survey on empirical studies of PPP theory
and the monetary approach will be presented. Chapter V examines quantitatively
25 As far as the monetary approach to exchange rate is concerned, its
applicability is often confined to major currencies, i.e. the subset of
currencies held in international porfolios. It has been argued that the asset
demand for the majority of currencies is neglible, partly because of the lack
of financial instruments denominated in them and the thinness of the markets
in which they are traded. See Hacche and Townend(1981), p.490
26An exchange equation has been formulated as part of the econometric
model built for the forecast of the Hong Kong economy. See Lin (1979).
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the determinants of the Hong Kong dollar exchange rate variabilities in
the light of the theoretical foundations presented in Chapter III.
Traditional regression analysis will be separately applied to the HK$/US$,
HK$/L and HK$/DM bilateral rates as well as the effective exchange rate
of the Hong Kong dollar. Discussions on data problems are also furnished.
The concluding Chapter will put the summary findings of the study in
perspective. In addition, it will suggest the areas where further research
are needed.
CI-IAPTER II
HISTORY OF THE HONG KONG DOLLAR EXCHANGE RATE
2.1 Introduction
This Chapter gives a brief account of the history of the Hong Kong
dollar exchange rate. The institutional background of the monetary sector
is also discussed from a developmental perspective. Though the main concern
of the present study is to have a broad look at the Hong Kong dollar exchange
rate movements throughout the floating period 1974-1981, yet we attempt to
outline the exchange rate movements and the institutional changes ever
since 1842.1 The prior episodes are not without current relevance. It
does provide a useful institutional background against which to assess
hypotheses about floating in the 1970s.
The value of the Hong Kong dollar was for a long time defined in terms
of a fixed quantity of silver until 1935. After that, it had been maintained
at approximately 1/3 d sterling, although the bank might deal with the public
at a few points on either side of this rate, both to allow for a profit
margin and, to a slight extent, to meet fluctuations in demand and supply.
This relationship between sterling and the Hong Kong dollar weakened after
the devaluation of the pound in November 1967, and ended after the pound was
allowed to float in June 1972. In the following month, the government
announced the pegging of the Hong Kong dollar to the United States dollar,
with provision for a fluctuation of two and a half percent either side of
1Eighteen forty-two was the year that Hong Kong was officially
designated as a British Colony.
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the central rate. But in November 1974, this link was broken as well.
Since that time, the Hong Kong dollar has floated independently according
to market conditions.
For the sake of convenience, the history of the Hong Kong dollar
exchange rate is divided into three periods,2 namely, the silver dollar
standard in 1842-1935, the British pound sterling exchange standard in
1935-1974 and the flouting period after 1974. The three periods are
separately dealt with in the following sections, with a brief summary
given in the final one.
2.2 Exchange Rate Movements under the Silver Dollar Standard 1842-19355
Originally, the currency of Hong Kong, like the rest of China, was
based on uncoined silver. But, the normal unit for foreign trade throughout
the Far East was the Spanish or Mexican Silver dollar. Shortly after Hong
Kong was officially designated as a British Colony, she was instructed in
1844 to adopt the British pound sterling as her standard money. The
attempt, however, was unsuccessful. Under the Royal Proclamation of 1863,
the silver dollar standard was re-adopted. Mexican dollars and any other
silver dollar of equivalent value when authorized by the Governor of Hong
Kong were made legal tender. With the introduction of the Hong Kong Coinage
Order of 1895, which repealed the earlier legislation, a British trade
dollar was declared the standard currency and this gradually replaced the
2The classification is broadly in line with that of the history of
the monetary standard of Hong Kong. For a brief discussion, see Pennington
(1893), Chapter 37, Kann (1930), pp.9-32, and King (1953), Chapters 1, 4
Kli\.L/
3This section draws from Tom (1964), Section III, and Hong Kong
Annual Report (1963), Chapter 5
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Mexican dollar, although-the latter still remained both legal tender and
the standard by which other dollars were judged.
While Hong Kong and China had remained on silver until 1935, the
majority of the Western trading countries4 had abandoned in succession
their silver or bimetallic standards in favour of a gold or gold exchange
standard after 1870. As a result of the disappearance of bimetallism,
the gold price of silver after 1873 was no longer stable. This gave Hong
Kong a variable exchange rate relationship with Britain and the world at
large, but a reasonably stable one with China. This is illustrated in figure
2.1 in which Britain was adopted as a representative in the gold currency
area.
2.3 Exchange Rate Movements under the Britain Pound Sterling Exchange
Standard: 1935-1974
The rising price of silver from 1931 onwards forced China to
abandon the silver standard in 1935.6 Hong Kong had followed suit. The
Dollar Currency Notes Ordinance and Currency Ordinance of that year, later
renamed the Exchange Fund Ordinance, set up an exchange fund to regulate
the exchange value of the Hong Kong dollar. It began its operations in
1935 by taking over the silver then held against the note issue of the
banks, in exchange for certificates of indebtedness. The certificates,
4For the names of these countries, see Leavens (1939), pp.30-35,75-SS and 108-
SThis section draws from Hong Kong Annual Reports, (various years),
and Jao (1974).
6It was the raising of the price of silver by the US Silver Purchase Act
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which were non-interest bearing and were issued or redeemed at the discretion
of the Financial Secretary, became the legal backing for the notes issued
by the note issuing banks,7 apart from their fiduciary issues.8 By law,
the Exchange Fund might be held in gold or silver, or might be invested
in securities. However, in practice, the Fund's resources were invested
in a variety of sterling securities, both long and short term. Out of the
income derived, the Fund bore the cost of the note issue except for a
small proportion, equivalent to the proportion borne by the 'fiduciary'
issues to the total note issue, which was met by the note-issuing banks.
The Exchange Fund thus operated in a similar manner to traditional
Colonial Currency Boards.9 At the same time, Government undertook to
issue subsidiary dollar notes and coins, and they were backed by
Security Funds which maintained their assets partly in sterling and
partly in Hong Kong dollar bank accounts.
7In 1845, the Oriental Bank issued the first banknotes in the Colony,
and the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, the Chartered Mercantile
Bank of India, and the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation followed
suit. An ordinance of 1895 restricted the issue of banknotes to
specifically authorized banks- the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation
and the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China (now the Chartered
Bank) by then, the Oriental Bank had closed its doors and the Chartered
Mercantile Bank of India had been reorganized. In 1911, this reorganized
Mercantile Bank of India (now the Mercantile Bank) joined the list of
authorized note issuing banks. See Hong Kong Annual Report (1963), pp.69-70.
8The fiduciary issues are limited to a total of $95 million and are
issued against securities, of a kind approved by the Secretary of State,
which are held by the banks and deposited with the Crown Agents in London.
9The essence of the system is that currency issue by the note-issuing
banks must be backed 100 percent by sterling. This presupposes that the
banks have considerable sterling to begin with. For a detailed discussion
of the system, see inter alia King (1956), and Lin (1971).
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Since 1935, the value of the I-Long Kong dollar had been maintained
at approximately a rate of HK$16 to the pound sterling. The Fund
purchased and sought sterling at fixed rates close to par and thereby
regulated the exchange value of the Hong Kong dollar.
Hong Kong became part of the sterling area since August 1941.
Exchange Control was administered under powers conferred by the Defence
(Finance) Regulations, 1940.10 This was interrupted during the Second
World War when Hong Kong was under Japanese occupation and used
'military certificates' as money.
With the setting up of the International iionetary Fund after
World War II, the Hong Kong dollar was given a gold parity which
reflected the then existing rate of the Hong Kong dollar to the
pound sterling. ll Together with most other sterling area currencies,
Hong Kong followed Great Britain when sterling was devalued in terms
10The regulations embrace restrictions on the purchase, sale and
lending of foreign exchange and gold, the export of these means of
payments, including securities, the issue and transfer of securities
or property restrictions over the making of payments over accounts
consistent with the Colony's obligations as a member of the Sterling
Area. For details, see Paterson (1970).
11The par value of the Hong Kong dollar in grams of fine gold
as reported to the IMF is 0.223834.
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of the US dollar in 1949.12
Despite the fact that the money supply was based on Hong Kong's own
net foreign exchange earnings (largely in US dollar) and an inflow of
capital (largely from South East Asia), the Hong Kong dollar was looked
upon almost as an extension of sterling. Official reserves, and the
greater part of the reserves of the banking system had to be kept in
the form of sterling. However, due to I-long Kong's heavy dependence
on foreign trade and its substantial earnings of 'hard' currencies-
principally US dollars- from exports and invisibles, Hong Kong had
been in a position to administer the exchange control regulations laid
down by Great Britain with modifications. Thus unlike most Sterling
Area territories, there existed in Hong Kong an official and a free
foreign exchange market, with the latter handling a large porportion
12By the mid-1960s, Great Britain's external situation gives strong
indications of a fundamental disequilibrium. Her official liabilities
far exceeded her reserves (see table 2.3 below). A sharp turn for
the worse began in 1964. What followed was a succession of crises,
which finally came to a head in November 1967 with the 14.3 percent
devaluation of sterling. For details, see'inter alia Wonnacott (1963),
Lutz (1963) and Zolotas (1961).
TABLE 2.3 UK EXTERNAL LIABILITIES AND RESERVES 1960 TO
1966 (IN BILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)
RatioPatioOfficialExternalReserves










Source: Argy (1981), p.43
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of the Colony's trade and foreign transactions. 13 Further, the Hong
Kong dollar was convertible into not only all currencies, but also
gold, at fluctuating free market prices.
In November 1967, when sterling was devalued by 14.3 percent,
Hong Kong was faced with the dilemma of either again following sterling
down and letting the internal cost/price structure adjust to the new
rate through inflation or of maintaining the cross rate with the US
dollar and taking a loss on the Hong Kong dollar value of both the
Government's and the banking systems' sterling reserves. After an
immediate devaluation of the same porportion, the Hong Kong dollar
was revalued by 10 percent four days after the British move, making
a final devaluation of 5.7 percent.14 The exchange value of Hong
Kong dollar since then was maintained at HK$14.5455 to the pound
sterling.
After the devaluation of sterling in November 1967, the British
Government was faced with a possible breaking-up of the sterling area
and yet was unable to finance a substantial movement out of sterling
into other foreign currencies such as US dollars, because of Britain's
own depleted reserves. So a line of credit of US$2,000 million was
13 According to Paterson (1970), p.7: In 1969, the Hong Kong free
exchange market has a daily turnover of about US$7-8 million: about
75 percent of all Hong Kong's exchange payments are effected on this
market. It is reputed that this market caters for portfolio investment
in the non-Sterling Area of up to US$250 million per annum and the ability
of Hong Kong residents to acquire foreign currency freely, has enabled
many persons and firms in recent years, to enjoy the advantages of the
rates of interest paid on Euro-dollars.
14For a discussion on the pros and cons of the devaluation and the
subsequent revaluation, see Tang (1968), pp.45-49
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negotiated with the Group of Ten (the so called Basle Agreement) is, which
enabled a free guarantee of the US dollar value of their official sterling
reserves to be offered by the British Government to all members of the
sterling area, including Hong Kong.16
So, following the negotiations of the Sterling Guarantee Agreement,
Hong Kong remained locked into sterling. But, unlike the 32-year period
from 1935 to 1967, an exchange risk was explicitly recognised and covered.
During the second half of 1971, the US dollar came under pressure
in the world's foreign exchange markets.17 Though the United States
announced a number of new measures to retrieve the situation,, 18 expectations
of dollar devaluation threatened further massive inflows into stronger
15Before the conclusion of the Basle Agreement, an arrangement was
introduced in June 1968, whereby Hong Kong was allowed to use its sterling
assets to purchase British Government bonds, of seven years maturity,
denominated in Hong Kong dollars. These bonds were purchasable to a
value of L100 million or 50 percent of official reserves, whichever was
greater, up.to an absolute maximum of E150 million. The arrangement,
gave limited protection against loss from a further revaluation of the
Hong Kong dollar in terms of sterling. Later it was replaced by the
Basle Agreement.
16Hong Kong's Sterling Guarantee Agreement with Great Britain was for
five years from September 25, 1968. It includes provision whereby part of
the banking system's sterling reserves are counted as official reserves
for the purposes of the guarantee. For details of the system, see Haddon-
Cave (1972). pp. 220-221.
17 With the Deutsche mark floating by May 1971, and the United States
running a large deficit, the dollar was once again under severe attack
by mid-1971. There were reports of large conversions of official dollars
into gold. See Argy (1981), p.63
18On August 15, the United States announced a number a measures: on
the domestic front, a price freeze was imposed on the international front,
dollar convertibility into gold was formally suspended. In addition, a 10
percent surcharge on imports was imposed, imported capital equipment was
excluded from the proposed investment tax credit, tax advantages were
given for exports through domestic sales corporations, and foreign aid
expenditures were cut. See Argy (1981), p.63
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currencies. Thus, other major currencies were, in due course, forced
to join Germany and the Netherlands in a float. Then followed protracted
negotiations, which came to a head in the Smithsonian Agreement in
December 1971. Results of the realignment are shown in Table 2.1.
TABLE 2.1
EXCHANGE RATE RELATIONSHIPS AFTER THE SMITHSONIAN AGREEMENT
DECEMBER 18, 1971a
percentage change inpercentage changeCountry











Source: De Vries (1976), p.555
Note: a'+' indicates revaluation/appreciation'-' indicates devaluation/
depreciation.
The US dollar devalued vis-a-vis gold by 7.89 percent. The pound
sterling, however,, maintained its gold par value and hence appreciated
against the US dollar by 8.57 percent. Following the United Kingdom,
the Hong Kong Government also decided to maintain the gold parity of
the Hong Kong dollar, thereby appreciating against the US dollar by
8.57 percent, and maintaining the then Hong Kong dollar/sterling parity.19
19For a variety of reasons to maintain the gold parity of Hong Kong
dollar, see Haddon-Cave (1972), pp.311-318
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In effect, this meant that the official bilateral rate became HK$5.58 to
the US dollar, whereas the previous rate had been HK$6.06 to the US dollar.
Despite President Nixon's representation of the Smithsonian Agreement
as 'the conclusion of the most significant monetary agreement in the history
of the world', doubts about the new exchange rate realignment began to
surface in 1972. By that mid-year, with the United Kingdom's current
account weakening and accelerating inflation menancing, sterling came
under attack, and after huge reserve losses,20 began to float on June 23.
At the same time, the British Government announced the extension of
exchange control to Overseas Sterling Area (OSA) countries to prevent
disruptive outflows of UK resident funds. Hong Kong became part of the
External Account Area. In effect, the sterling area was dismantled and
the barrier around sterling withdrawn from the sterling area as a whole
to the British Isles. 21
When sterling was to be allowed to float, the Hong Kong Government
decided for the time being to retain the rate of HK$14.55 to the pound
sterling until it became clear how the situation would develop. This
meant that as sterling declined in value in international markets, so
did the Hong Kong dollar.
On July 6, 1972, the Hong Kong Government decided to establish a
20United Kingdom loses US$2.6 billion official reserve in six days
time immediately prior to its floating on June 23.
21From January 1, 1973, all Exchange Control Regulations in Hong Kong
were rescinded and the banks no longer had any restraints on their foreign
currency transactions. Furthermore, after September 24, 1973, they became
free to invest their external assets in any currency.
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direct link with the US dollar at a little below the cross rate established
in December last year.22 Under the rules of International Monetary Fund
the rate had to be contained within a 4.5 percent band, and so the Hong
Kong Government was obliged to maintain the rate within the band by
selling US dollars for Hong Kong dollars when the rate approached the
lower limit of HK$5.7771 and selling the Hong Kong dollars for US dollars
when it approached the upper limit of HK$5.5229.23 By quoting the rate
in terms of US dollars rather than the sterling, Hong Kong avoided movements
in the value of sterling automatically bringing about equivalent rises
and falls in the value of the Hong Kong dollar. The traditional, though
at no time statutory, link between Hong Kong dollar and sterling was broken.24
Calm returned to the world's foreign exchange market in the later
months of 1972. However, 'irrational' speculation25 began to emerge since
the beginning of 1973 when the United States trade balance lay in the
trough of its post-Smithsonian J-curve. On January 22, the Swiss abandoned
support for existing parities. The foreign exchange crisis ensued in early
February with massive inflows yet again entering Germany. On February 12,
the United States announced a 10 percent devaluation of the dollar, with
the new official price of gold up to US$42.22 an ounce.
22A new rate of HK$5.65 to the US dollar is fixed, representing a
depreciation of only 1.25 percent from the previous US dollar rate of
HK$5.58 to the US dollar in December 18, 1972.
23Before the floating of sterling, the cross rate between the Hong
Kong dollar and the US dollar only moved in response to the movements of
the sterling/US dollar rate within the band of 4.5 percent.
L4However, it should be noted that the Sterling Guarantee Agreement
was still in force then. When it came to an end on September 24, 1973,
the British Government, notwithstanding that the traditional relationship
between Hong Kong dollar and sterling ended, make a unilateral offer for
a further guarantee for a period of six months ending March 31, 1974. Under
this scheme, the British Government has undertaken to maintain the US dollar
value of eligible official sterling balances at US$2.4213 to the pound sterling.
25Batchelor (1977), p.S1
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After this, despite all major currencies began to float, Hong Kong
dollar remained pegged to the US dollar, with the central rate changed
to HK$5.085 to the US dollar on February 14, 1973. The new rate fully
reflected the 10 percent devaluation in that month of the US dollar,
the permitted margins being HK$4.9706 and HK$5.1994 to the US dollar.
During the period from July 1972 to May 1973, the Hong Kong dollar
tended to fluctuate somewhat below its central rate with the US dollar.
(see figures 2.2 and 2.3). This was consistent with the large net
outflows of funds through the foreign exchange market at the time when
activity on the Hong Kong stock market was at its height. 26 By mid-1973,
these flows had abated. At the same time, the US dollar was coming under
heavy selling pressure world-wide27 and it waekened considerably in Hong
Kong. The exchange rate for the Hong Kong dollar with the US dollar
thus moved to around the central rate where it remained until November
1974.
26Just as the large net inflows of funds in 1971 and the first half
of 1972 partly reflected significant investment by overseas institutions
on the stock market, so a proportion of the subsequent net outflow of
funds was due to profit taking by these institutions. The Hang Seng
Index of Share Prices reached a peak of 1,775 at the March 9, 1973.
For an analysis of the relationship between stock market activities and
the fund flow across the exchanges, see Luk and Young (1981).
27Between the middle of May and early July of 1973, the price of the
US dollar in the foreign exchange market fell sharply. It declined
dramatically by 25 percent or more against the German Mark and.the Swiss
Franc. For a discussion of the reasons leading to the post-devaluation
weakness of the US dollar, see Salant (1973), pp.481-497.
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FIGURE 2.2
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In November 1974, the US dollar again came under heavy selling
pressure internationally,28 and in Hong Kong it moved rapidly towards
the support level of HK$4.9706 to the US dollar. Further reductions
in interest rates by the banks 29 and the buying of US dollars by the
Hong Kong Government failed to turn the market round. On November 25,
the Government announced that the Hong Kong dollar had to be floated.
The floating regime has continued since then.
2.4 Exchange Rate Movements during the Floating Period: 1974-1981
Under the floating exchange rate regime, the value of the Hong Kong
dollar became an independent measure of the relative performance of the
local currency against other currencies, rather than a reflection of the
performance of the currency (sterling or the US dollar) to which the
30
Hong Kong dollar was pegged.
In order to assess the net impact of the whole set of parity changes
on its international value, the effective (trade-weighted) exchange rate
28This becomes apparent when views against the Mark-Dollar exchange
rate. Between September 1974 to February 1975, US dollar had trended
downwards. This can be attributed to a number of factors, first, there
was the oil price shock whose effects on the US current account were
beginning to manifest themselves second, there was removal in the USA of
controls over the outflows of capital and, as well, some easing of
controls over the inflows of capital into Germany third, the political
scene in the USA continued to be unsettled. In terms of monetarist
analysis, Frankel also tracks out the continued depreciation of the dollar
during that period. See Frankel (1979), p.616
' In two months time ending December 1974, the Hong Kong dollar deposit
rate (3 months) is reduced by 4 percentage points to 6 percent.
IUPrior to floating, the successive depreciation and appreciation of
the Hong Kong dollar has much to do with the performance of sterling and
US dollar in the international foreign exchange market, see the discussion
in Section 2.3 above.
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index of the Hong Kong dollar was introduced.31 The index is calculated
in terms of the relationship of the Hong Kong dollar to fifteen selected
major currencies, using the Smithsonian central rates as the base rates.
The basis of currency selection lies on their relative importance in
world trade and in bilateral trade with Hong Kong. The fifteen trading
partners included accounted for 81 percent of Hong Kong total merchandise
trade and for 72 percent of total world trade in 1972. The weights
thus attached to each currency are reproduced in Table 2.2.
Notwithstanding this, the movements of the HK$/US$ bilateral rate
should deserve particular attention. It is because United States is
the major trading partner of Hong Kong, and most of the current and
capital transactions are made in terms of the US dollars.32 Thus the
movements of the Hong Kong dollar since floating will be discussed both
on a trade-weighted basis and against its US counterpart.
31 See Hong Kong Government, Special Review: The effective (trade-
weighted) exchange rate of Hong Kong dollar in Hong Kong Monthly Digest
of Statistics (April 1976),pp.54-58
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Source: Hong Kong Government, Special Review: The Effective (trade-weighted)
Exchange Rate of the Hong Kong dollar, in Hong Kong Monthly Digest
of Statistics, (April, 1976), p. 54.
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A cursory examination of Fig. 2.4 below reveals that the movements
of the Hong Kong dollar during the floating period can broadly be
classified into two phases: phase 1, from the beginning of 1975 to mid
1979 and phase 2, from mid 1979 to the end of 1981. The phases so
divided are distinguished by the trend movement of the Hong Kong dollar
to US dollar itself.
FIGURE 2.4
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Phase 1: Beginning of 1975 to mid 1979
In the first two months of 1975, the Hong Kong dollar continued to
strengthen sharply against other major currencies, particularly the US
dollar with the latter moving below HK$4.60 in late February. Worldwide
concern about the US dollar was a contributing factor, but some
speculative inflow at the end of 1974 and in early 1975 was surely
responsible. 33
As the appreciation, of about 12 percent by comparison with the
then central rate, seemed not to be appropriate to Hong Kong's trading
situation at the time,34 the Hong Kong Government stepped in to intervene
the market by buying US dollars for the Exchange Fund throughout March
that year.35
By the middle of 1975, the contribution to the inflow of the factor
cited above had stopped, or had at least become relatively small. 36
Consequently speculative capital inflows had slowed down, and this probably
led to a softer Hong Kong dollar to above HK$5.00 to the US dollar by that
time.
This notwithstanding, the Hong Kong dollar again strengthened in the
latter half of 1975 and in 1976, appreciating by 9.8 percent and 9.1
percent in terms of the trade-weighted index and the US dollar.
33Though quantitative indications about speculative movements in the
capital account are not available, it is generally believed that a substantial
inflow is generated by the uncertain developments in Vietnam. See Hong
Kong Government, 1976-1977 Budget: Economic Background, p.19
34 See Hong Kong Government, 1976-1977 Budget Speech, p.10
35As is disclosed by the Governemnt, the point of intervention is
HK$4.85/US$1. See Hong Kong Government, 1976-1977 Budget Speech, p.10
36
See Hong Kong Government, 1976-1977 Budget: Economic Background, p.19
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In fact, on the domestic front, the influence of economic fundamentals
had become more favorable to the Hong Kong dollar exchange rate. The rate
of inflation, measured in terms of the consumer price indices, was a mere
1.2 percent and 3.4 percent in the years 1975 and 1976. The visible trade
deficit had been reduced to HK$1,963 million in 1976 from HK$3,664 million
and HK$4,106 million in the years preceding. Moreover at 21 percent, the
rate of increase in M237 was largely compatible with the nominal growth
in GDP at 28.1 percent in 1976.
On the international front, the substantial weakening of the US
dollar during late July 1976 to January 1977 also contributed to the
relative strength of the Hong Kong dollar. During that period, sentiment
toward the US dollar shifted in response to the pause in the United States
recovery, which spurred a gradual reassessment of the outlook for interest
rates. As United States short-term interest rates declined while comparable
rates elsewhere held steady or advanced somewhat, the narrowing in interest
rate differentials prompted flows out of dollars. By early January 1977,
the US dollar had therefore declined by some 10 percent from July levels
against the German Mark and the other currencies linked to it.38
From its all time high in January 1977, the trade-weighted index of
the Hong Kong dollar fell sharply without much pause until the turn around
in the fortunes of the US dollar in the autumn of 1978. By the end of 1978,
37M2 was defined as legal tender notes and coins in the hands of the
non-bank public plus demand, saving and time deposits with licensed banks.
It has to be noted that with the enactment of the Monetary Statistics
Ordinance 1980 in July 1980, M2 is redefined as legal tender notes and
coins held by the non-bank and non-deposit-taking company public, plus
customer's demand, saving and time deposits with licensed banks plus
negotiable certificates of deposits (other than from banks and deposit-
taking companies) issued by licensed banks.
38Holmes and Pardee (Spring 1977), pp.50-51
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the trade-weighted exchange rate index stood at 93.2, which represented 1.9.7
percent decline from January 1977 level.
The depreciation of the Hong Kong dollar since the spring 1977 came
in the context of deepening concern on the deterioration in prospects for
the economy, particularly in the export sector.39 With further reduction
in the best lending rate by 0.75 percentage points to 4.75 percent in
April, capital flows ceased to exert further upward pressure on the
exchange rate. Another contributing factor might have been the offshore
bond issues with subscriptions payable in foreign currencies. To some
extent, they might also lead to an outflow of capital.40
The declining trend in the effective exchange rate index of Hong Kong
dollar well persisted into 1978. To a large extent, the excessive growth
of domestic credit and money supply are responsible. During that year,
the increase in bank loans amounted to 43 percent, representing an
acceleration from 18 percent during 1976 and 25 percent during 1977.
Reflecting that growth rate of bank loans, the growth rate of the money
supply also accelerated. At the end of 1978, M2 at HK$73,406 million,
was 26 percent higher than at the end of 1977, and it was nearly twice as
higher as the nominal growth of GDP at 16.7 percent.
Against the US dollar alone, however, the Hong Kong dollar was
relatively stable during most of the year, with the nominal index moving
39In fact, the visible trade balance has widened to HK$3,901 million in
1977 from HK$1,759 million in 1976.
40 See Hong Kong Government, The 1978-79 Budget: Economic Background, p.28
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between 117 and 123. Given that the local currency, measured on a trade-
weighted basis, was on the skids, the stability against its US counterpart
alone merely reflected the latter's overall weakness in the international
foreign exchange market.
Indeed, the US dollar came under generalized selling pressure during
the period. For instance, in 1977 it had declined against a broad spectrum
of major currencies,_falling a net 21 percent against Swiss franc, 10
percent against the Japanese Yen, 8 percent against the German Mark and 12
percent against the pound sterling,41
Not until November 1978, had the US dollar gained a temporary respite.
On November 1, President Carter, the United States Treasury and-the Federal
Reserve announced a series of actions to correct what had become an
excessive decline of the US dollar. The November 1 program was linked
closely to the broader anti-inflation policies of the United States
Government. It featured a further tightening of the monetary policy.42
Subsequently, at the end of the year, the US dollar rebounced by nearly
12 percent against the German Mark, 15 percent against the Swiss franc and
13 percent against the Japanese Yen.
Affected by the renewed, though temporary, strength in the US dollar,
the Hong Kong currency began to lose ground since then. At the end of the
41 Holmes and Pardee (Spring 1978), p.54
42The policy measures include, inter alia, a 1 percentage point increase
in the Federal Reserve discount rate to 92 percent. Also, it provided for
additional foreign currency resources totalling up to US$30 billion
equivalent to finance US participation in coordinated intervention in the
foreign exchange markets. See Holmes and Pardee (Spring 1979), p.67
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year, it fell by 2 percent-against the US dollar.
On the whole, during the year 1977 to mid 1979, the Hong Kong dollar
had become sandwiched between the US dollar and the other major currencies.
For most of the time, the Hong Kong dollar had shared the weakness of the
US dollar.
Phase 2: mid 1979 to end of 1981
Apart from a temporary respite in the second half of 1979, the Hong
Kong dollar had been trending downwards during this phase, both on a
trade-weighted basis and against the US dollar. The nominal and the
effective exchange rate index depreciated both by 14 percent.
Domestically, the influence of the economic fundamentals on exchange
rate movements had been becoming adverse. The rate of inflation as measured
by the various consumer price indices was 11.6 percent, 15.5 percent and
15.4 percent for the years 1979, 1980 and 1981 respectively. The growth
in bank loans and money supply was even alarming, despite the fact that the
government announced a series of actions to limit the domestic credit
creation. 43 During 1980, for instance, total loans and advances in Hong
Kong extended by banks and deposit-taking companies together expanded by
43In his 1979-1980 budget speech, the Financial Secretary introduced
into the Legislative Council a bill to amend the Exchange Fund Ordinance
so that, for the purposes of the Banking Ordinance, short term. Hong Kong
dollar deposits of the Exchange Fund shall be deemed to be deposits from
a bank (and so subject to the 100 percent liquid assets requirements),
while long term deposits of the Fund will continue to be regarded as
deposits from a non-bank customer (and so subject only to the 25 percent
liquid assets requirement). This will have the immediate effect of
increasing the minimum liquid assets which have to be held by the banks
concerned against these deposits, and consequently have the effect of
limiting the supply of credit based on the Hong Kong dollar balances of
the Exchange Fund.
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HK$48,494 million (64 percent) to HK$124,287 million, a sharp increase
from the growth rate of 34 percent during 1979. The growth rate in
money supply, as measured by total M344 was 29.7 percent, 39.9 percent
and 27.4 percent in the years 1979, 1980 and 1981 respectively.
Concerning the respite of the Hong Kong dollar during the second
half of 1979, two factors might have accounted for it. First, the
growth rate of domestic exports was exceeding that of imports and the
visible trade gap had started to narrow. Second, political developments
in countries in the region and activity in the local stock market did
help to stimulate a substantial inflow of funds. 45
Moreover, it had to be noted that on the whole, the depreciation of
the Hong Kong dollar in terms of the trade-weighted index was smaller
than that against the US dollar alone. This could mainly be attributable
to the worldwide strength of the US dollar on the one hand, and the
substantial weakening of the Japanese Yen on the other.46
Following the run-up of international oil prices in 1979-1980, many
major industrial countries continued to record massive current account
deficit, swollen by the increase in their oil-import bills. However,
the US current account position had swung from substantial deficit in
the first half of 1980 to surplus in the second half of the year.
45
See Hong Kong Government, The 1980-1981 Budget: Economic Background,
p.31
46 The effective exchange rate index of US dollar and Japanese Yen
appreciated by 40 percent and depreciated by 13 percent respectively
during the period.
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Adding to that, on October 6, 1979, new measures of Federal Reserve had
placed primary emphasis on bank reserves rather than on interest rates
to control growth of money and credit aggregates. Thus interest rates
in the US were bid up once again to new peak levels. 47
By contrast, over the course of the said period, the previous efforts
by the Japanese authorities to boost domestic demand and to reduce
excessively large trade and current account surplus took hold. A strong
revival in consumer spending and an upsurge in business investment promoted
a far more rapid rate of growth, at 8 percent or more, of industrial
production in Japan than in other major countries. It also generated a
sharp upturn in all types of imports, at a time when the prices of oil
and other imported commodities were mounting rapidly. Moreover, export
and import volume continue to respond to earlier appreciation of the yen
and to various administrative programs designed specifically to reduce
the trade surplus.48 Thus the surplus in current account, at US$16.5
billion in 1978 was reduced to a near balance in 1979 and to a deficit
thereafter.
Since June 1981, the Hong Kong dollar had started its precipitous
fall. On September 23, the trade-weighted exchange rate index fell
to a record low of 81.1 since its floating on November 26, 1974. Towards
mid-December, part of the earlier loss was recovered and the trade-
weighted exchange rate index back to 87.2, before closing at 85.9 at
the year end.
47Holmes and Pardee (Spring 1981), p.54
48Holmes and Pardee (Spring 1980), p.46
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Though the decline since then was undoubtedly due in part to the
further strengthening of the US dollar,49 domestic problems had also
aggravated the situation.
In the face of recession in major economies overseas, the foreign
exchange market became more concerned about the domestic economic uncer-
tainties. At 15.4 percent, the inflation rate still ran high. The
visible trade deficit for the first five months was a staggering HK$9,151
million. In addition, total credit to the economy still showed no signs
of slackening. At the end of July, it was 59.1 percent above its year
ago level.
In a bid to prop up the Hong Kong dollar, the best lending rate was
adjusted upward by 2 percentage points to 20 percent on October 2,
following an increase by a percentage point on July 20. In addition, a
new scheme of money market intervention was introduced to contain the
money supply. so The scheme, in essence, was intended to curtail the
supply of funds available in the inter-bank market via direct government
borrowing. Through the major banks, the Government would bid for deposits
in the short end and lend it out, after holding for a while, at the
longer end of the market. By pushing the interest rate at which banks
obtained funds to on-lend and at which cost-of-funds borrowers were
charged, the effect of such action would in theory help curb credit expansion.
Partly as aresult of the response to the new scheme, and partly as
49During the period from June to September 1981, the effective exchange
rate index of the US dollar further appreciated by 1 percent.
50 See Bremridge (1981).
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a result of the interest rate differential moving in favour of the
Hong Kong dollar51, the local currency in terms of the trade-weighted
index, rebounced from its low point by 7.5 percent to 87.2 in mid-
December, before closing at 85.9 at the end of the year.
2.5 A Short Summary
As our narrative showed, the fixed exchange rate system of Hong
Kong before 1974 worked quite well in the sense that there was exchange
stability and parity changes were mainly caused by its link with the
major reserve currencies. In fact, under the fixed exchange system, the
adjustment process operated through the domestic money supply rather than
the exchange rate. In order to maintain the exchange rate parity required
by this system, we had to generate a supply of foreign exchange, presumably
by bringing in a favourable trade balance. As the new injection of cash
worked through the system, domestic consumption would be increased thus
creating a greater demand for imports, until the initial trade surplus
disappeared. When a trade deficit occured money supply would have to be
tightened to discourage domestic activities.' With the fixed exchange
rate discipline, not only the money supply was regulated by our trade
balance, the allocation of resources and the choice between producing
for domestic consumption or for exports were all decided automatically,
without explicit guidance from the government.
However, when the Hong Kong dollar was allowed to float of November
26, 1974, the adjustment process became to operate through the exchange
51tiVith the US prime rate stood at 18 percent, the interest differential
was 2 percent in favour of the Hong Kong dollar.
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rate rather than the domestic money supply. Given that there was no
explicit control over the growth of the domestic money supply, we have
no automatic adjustment mechanism to speak of. In examining the
movements of the Hong Kong dollar exchange rate since then, we find
that a list of factors have become active in play: they include monetary
expansion, inflation rate, capital flows, visible and invisible trade
balance, interest rate, and policy changes both within and outside the
territory. The Hong-Kong dollar has been volatile, and like in other
floating exchange rate and convertible currency countries, the relationships
among the mentioned variables are necessarily complex. As the exchange rate
is the relative price between monies', generalized floating has also
revived interest in the theory of exchange rate determination from a monetary
point of view. Indeed, for the years 1979, 1980 and 1981, both our money
supply and credit expansion have been travelling on an accelerated
growth path. In the meantime, the trade-weighted Hong Kong dollar
exchange rate index weakened from 93.2 in 1978 to 92.7 in 1979, then
nose-dived to 81.1 on September 23, 1981.
We now return to this particular view of exchange rate determination
and ask how plausible it is in the light of Hong Kong's experiences in
the floating period, and how well it conforms to the findings of other
similar investigations. In particular, we are interested in whether
the central role assigned to relative price changes by this point of
view is justifiable, what supplementary factors ought to be assimilated
into the model, and what limitations are imposed on the whole approach
by the presence of speculative forces.
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In the following Chapter, we will discuss the theoretical schema of
this point of view as crystallized in the doctrine of purchasing power




This Chapter is devoted to the theoretical discussion of the
purchasing power parity (PPP) theory and the monetary approach to the
exchange rate, both of which form the basis of estimation in the following
Chapters.
The most distinctive feature of the PPP theory and the monetary
approach, as will be argued, is its special assumptions about price
flexibility and competition in trade. Basically the PPP theory can
be thought of as the ideological antecedent of the monetary approach.1
However, the monetary approach is not without its own point of emphasis,
which is quite distinct from the PPP theory. A difference is that the
advocates of the PPP theory were concerned mostly with the effects of
monetary changes on exchange rates via domestic commodity prices,
whereas contemporary versions of the monetary approach tend to emphasize
their direct effects, at given prices and interest rates, on the balance
of payments and exchange rates.2
The next section attempts to trace the origins of the PPP theory




3.4 present Cassel's theory and the monetary approach to the exchange rate
respectively. Section 3.5 deals with the critics of the theories, in hopes
of giving a theoretical perspective to appraise empirical tests of the PPP
theory and the monetary approach- tests that have been numerous and often
inconclusive. A brief summary is given in the final section.
3.2 Origins of the Purchasing-Power-Parity Theory
The term purchasing power parity (PPP) was first adopted by Gustav
Cassel3, but some rudimentary form of it had already been developed by
earlier generations of economists in the 16th century.4 Paul Einzig
has traced its origins back to the Salamanca School and has uncovered
the following insightful statement made by Domingo de Banez in 1594:
In places where money is scarce goods will be cheaper than
in those where the whole mass of money is bigger, and therefore
it is lawful to exchange a smaller sum in one country for a
larger sum in another.5
Einzig argues that the Spanish scholastic writers of the 16th and 17th
centuries has already held the view that exchanges were influenced by the
effect of the relative quantities of money on the relative price levels
of the two countries concerned.
During the debate between the Hats and the Caps in mid-eighteenth
century Sweden, PPP played a key role in the monetary view of exchange-
rate determination. T'_e Caps explained the increase in foreign exchange
3Cassel (1918), p.413
4Einzig (1970), p.264 noted that:... in putting forward the doctrine,
... Cassel was merely following in Richardots footsteps. To be quite correct,
it must be added that Ricardo himself was forestalled by Thornton, Wheatley
and others writing before he intervened in the bullionist controversy, and
that these pioneers were themselves forestalled by the Salamanca School in
the 16th century.
SQuoted in Einzig (1970), p.147
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rates by the over-issue of banknotes. This led to higher total demand in
the economy with rising demand also for imported goods and an increase in
both prices and exchange rates.6 Clearest of all was P.N. Christiernin,
who, writing in 1761, stated:
But general high prices that affect all products, labour wages,
house rents, real estate prices, and the price of foreign exchange
etc., cannot be caused by other than the increase in the money
supply. All those phenomena result from an excess of money. A
decline in the general purchasing power of money results. 7
In early 19th century, the depreciation of sterling in Great Britain
gave rise to the so-called bullionist controversy. PPP had remained
the central point of contention. The bullionists claimed that the rise
in prices was caused by excessive issues of paper money, and that it
was in turn responsible for the rise in the price of bullion and the
low quotation of sterling abroad. The anti-bullionists, on the other
hand, believed that import surpluses were due to a series of bad crops
and to Napoleon's measures against imports from Britain, and invisible
imports represented by heavy transfers of subsidies to allies and
expenditure on British forces abroad were responsible for the rise in
the price of gold and the adverse movements, of exchanges, and that
these in turn were the main cause of the rise in domestic prices.
In a series of debates, the bullionists Henry Thornton, John
Wheatley, and David Ricardo put forward the following in support of
their viewpoints:
It is obvious that in proportion as goods are rendered
dear in Great Britain, the foreigner becomes unwilling to
,buy them... and therefore... our exports will be diminished,
unless we assume, as we find it necessary to do, that some
6Myhrman`. (1977), p-43
7Quoted in Myhrman (1977), p.43
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compensation in the exchange is given to the foreigner for
the disadvantage attending the purchase of our articles...
Our imports will also increase, for the high British price
of goods will tempt foreign commodities to come in nearly
in the same degree in which it will discourage British
articles from going out. 8
If the currency of one country increased above the
required quantity, commodity prices would increase, and the
same quantity of money would no longer be the measure of
equivalency between the two countries for the same quantity
of produce. As a result, drawers of bills against that
country would became more numerous and the bill rate would
depreciate. 9
In the event of the prices of commodities being raised
in one country by an augmentation of its circulating medium,
while no similar augmentation in the circulating medium of
a neighbouring country has led to a similar rise in prices, the
currencies of those two countries will no longer continue to
bear the same relative value to each other as before... The
exchange will be computed between those two countries to the
disadvantage of the former.10
As Einzig11 observed, the PPP theory finds full- expression in the Bullion
Committee's Report.
Yet Ricardo had not succeeded in developing the PPP theory further
from the stage reached by Thornton, Wheatley and other bullionists. As
noted by Viner12, Ricardo was not interested in process analysis and
frequently confined his analysis to the end result, ignoring the
intermediate stages.
It was not until Cassel was the theory reformulated under the name
8Thornton, quoted in Einzig (1970), p.20z
9Wheatley, quoted in Einzig (1970), p.20E
10 Ricardo, quoted in Einzig (1970), p.206
11 Einzig (1970), p.206
12Viner (1937), p.139
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of the PPP theory. Officer remarked that, not only did Cassel make
PPP an operational theory, he was also the first to test it empirically,
and he certainly was the most active proponent of PPP.1 13
As such, the subsequent discussion of the PPP theory is based upon
Cassel's work rather than those of his preceding writers.
3.3 The Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) Theory
Direct reference to Cassel's writings, on his view of purchasing power
parity will serve as useful benchmarks for discussion.
If we consider two countries, A and B. with independent paper
currencies, the money of A can have value in B only on the ground
that it represents buying power, or more generally paying power,
in A. The price in B of the money of A will, therefore, be broadly
proportional to the buying power of the money of A and will con-
sequently stay in inverse proportion to the general level of
prices.in A. Further, the price in B will, of course, tend to be
proportional to the general level of prices in B. Thus the rate
of exchange between the two countries will be determined by the
14quotient between the general levels of prices in the two countries.,
The exchanges adjust themselves, as we have now seen, to
the general price level of each country. If, then, a general
rise of prices has taken place in A, the value of the money
of A in B will sink in the same proportion, and with this new
rate of exchange the higher price level in A cannot cause a
higher price level in B.-
The creation of more money is not the only cause of a
rise in prices. A reduction of the total mass of commodities
to be handled by a given stock of money must have the same
effect on prices. as long as this stock of money is unaltered.
Popular explanations of the rise of prices generally
start from such factors as the*high costs of transportation,
the prohibition of imports, the diminished output of labour,
,etc. Such factors can obviously have an influence on'the
general level of prices only so far as theylgontribute to a
decrease in the total mass of commodities.
13Officer (1976), pp.5-6
14Cassel (1916), p.62
. 15Cassel (1921), pp.33-38
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Most economists have interpreted Cassel's formulae for the absolute
and relative versions of his theory in logarithmic terms, to be given by:
(3.1)
(3.2)
where a is a constant term,
S is the price of foreign currency in terms of home currency,
P, Pf are the price levels in the home and foreign countries, and
is the first difference operator.
As implied by PPP theory, the first expression (3.1) shows that
an increase in domestic price level will lead to an equi-proportional
depreciation, whereas the second expression (3.2) shows that the
elasticity of the change in exchange rate with respect to the difference
in the rate of inflation at home and abroad is unity.
In stating his hypothesis, Cassel was quite careful that it should
be applied to the general price level:
Some people believe that Purchasing Power Parities should be
calculated'exclusively on price indices for such commodities as
form the subject of trade between the two countries. This is
a misapprehension of the theory. There is never a definite group
of commodities that can be exported. Even a small alternation in
the rate of exchange may widen or restrict the group of exportable
goods. This fact contributes very largely to the stability of the
equilibrium rate of exchange defined by the Purchasing Power Parity.
The whole theory of the Purchasing Power Parity essentially refers
to the internal values of the currencies concerned, and variations
in this value can be measured only by general index figures representing
,as far-.as possible the whole mass of commodities marketed in the
country.116
The PPP theory thus advocated by Cassel can be viewed as an extension
16Cassel (1928), p.33
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of the neoclassical theory.in the context of the international economy.
Consider an economy which is part of a world economy. It is
assumed that a) excess demands for all goods are homogeneous of
degree zero in nominal prices b) prices are flexible and adjust
instantaneously so as to eliminate any excess demand and c) firms
desire to maximize their profits and households their satisfaction.
Then market equilibrium is defined in terms of relative, rather than
absolute prices. A doubling of all prices will leave the excess demand
for goods equal to zero, hence economic profits will remain zero, and
no firm will be induced to enter or leave any industry.
In an open economy, goods include internationally traded and
non-traded goods and money. 17 If changes in exchange rates are not
explicitly offset by government absorption policies of one kind or
another, then a change in the general price level and a change in the
exchange rate will be mutually offsetting.
Although the PPP theory only links up the movement in exchange
rate with that in home and foreign price levels, however, it should
be pointed'out that Cassel's theory actually consists of a combination
of two propositions. The first states that the ratio of the price
levels will determine the exchange rate between the two countries, and
the second states that the quantity'of money determines prices-in the
17Here money is assumed to serve as a standard of value. The
discussion abstracts from the real balance effect on expenditure,
although some studies have demonstrated that it might be important.
See, for example, Patinkin (1967), pp.199-334
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two countries under consideration.18
The second proposition can be seen as an extension of the quantity
theory of money in an open economy. Under full employment conditions,
and velocity of circulation unchanged over time, an expansion in the
monetary base will increase the overall domestic price level without
affecting relative commodity prices. The ensuing change in the internal
price level will then be completely offset by a change in the exchange
rate. Thus the PPP theory clearly establishes itself the casual
relationship, that runs from monetary disturbances to exchange rates
via domestic and foreign commodity prices.
The basic formulations set out in (3.1) and (3.2) above convey
the essence of the PPP theory, but it describes a particularly
restrictive version of it. At least for short-run analysis the
causal relationships (3.1) and (3.2) would usually be regarded as
unrealistic, even within the monetary framework.19 Most of the
postwar studies of the causal relationship employ some form of
distributed lag mechanism in order to take account of the slow
adjustment of exchange rates to relative price level. The simplest
and most common is the partial adjustment mechanism, which suggests
that:
(3.3)
where denotes the partial adjustment coefficient and S denotes
18Myhrman (1977), p.46
19 See, for example, Isard (1978), p.3
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the equilibrium exchange rate that is defined in (3.1).
Substituting (3.3) into (3.1) yields,
(3.4)
This may be'compared with the more restrictive version presented in
(3.1). In particular, the short sun elasticity of In S with respect
to In P is no longer 1 a priori, but is dependent on the speed of
adjustment in the exchange rate. It is numerically higher, the larger
Though the dynamics of equation (3.4) seems to be more1S
complicated than that in the case of equation (3.1), the impact effects
all have the same directions as in equation (3.1) and this is true
too of the long term effects.
3.4 The Monetary Approach to the Exchange Rate
The Monetary Approach basically follows the same line of argument
as given in the previous section. Moreover, the proponents of the
monetary approach, by stressing that the price level is determined*by
nominal supply and real money demand during the process of exchange
rate determination, take the role of money demand explicitly into
consideration. In other words, it looks to money market equilibrium
for an explanation of exchange rates. Frenkel himself states the
basis of the theory as follows:
Being a relative price of two assets (moneys), the equilibrium
exchange rate is attained when the existing stocks of the two
moneys are willingly held. It is reasonable, therefore that
a theory of the determination of the relative price of two
moneys should be stated conveniently in terms of the supply of
20
and the demand for their moneys.
20Frenkel (1976), p.201
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The basic monetary model is most conveniently set out as three
specific structural equations.21 With the real money demand assumed
to be a stable function of the Cagan form in real income and nominal
interest rates, it constrains the equilibrium size of the money
supply. Under freely flexible rates, money supply is assumed to
be exogenous. Domestic monetary equilibrium is thus brought about
through movements in the price level.
Mathematically,-when the money market is in equilibrium, we have:
(3.5)
where P is the price level,
Y is the real income,
i is the nominal interest rate,
M is the domestic money stock,
e is the exponential', and
k are parameters.
Assuming an identical money demand function for the foreign
country22, a similar equation can be written with f-subscripts
indicating forein variables.
(3.6)
Next, let the exchange rate S be kept by competition in international
goods markets to proportionality so that pp holds, then we have:
(3.7)
where a is a constant term.
21See, for example, Frenkel (1976), Mussa (1976), Bilson (1978), (1979).
22For simplicity, identical parameters are also assumed for the
foreign country.
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Substitution yields-the following equation for the exchange rate:
(3.8)
or in logarithmic form:
(3.9)
In the simple monetary model of exchange rate determination, real
income Y is assumed to be exogenous, and movements in the nominal
interest differential (i-if) are assumed to primarily reflect
exogenous movements in the expected rates of inflation. 23 The latter
can also be interpreted as a measure of the expected rate of change
in the exchange rate. If the domestic currency is expected to
depreciate, then the domestic interest rate increases and the foreign
interest rate decreases. 24
23Bilson (1978), p.52 notes that: The interest rate differential
represents the relative holding cost of the two currencies compared to
other real and financial assets. If covered interest arbitrage equates
the-real return on assets denominated in the two currencies, the Fisher
condition may be used to express the nominal interest rate differential
as the difference between the expected rates of inflation of the two
price indices. See also Frenkel (1976), p.210
24Mckinnon (1981), pp.547-548 demonstrates that, in the presence of
perfect international interest arbitrage (i-i f) is basically a measure




where Sf is the forward rate of exchange at time t. We get, after
utitution. i
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The model establishes that the exchange rate is affected by the
relative changes in money supply, nominal interest rate and real income.
An increase in the money supply at home leads to an equiproportional
depreciation of the domestic currency. It is because, with the arguments
of the real money demand remained unchanged, equilibrium in the money
market cannot be achieved without an increase in general price level,
which in turn induces an exchange depreciation.
Relatively higher domestic interest rates will also bring about
an exchange depreciation. As the nominal rate of interest is assumed
to reflect exogenous movements in the expected rate of inflation,
relatively higher domestic interest rates merely reflects a relatively
higher domestic expected rate of inflation. This will decrease the demand
25
for domestic currency and ultimately leads to an exchange depreciation.
An increase in domestic real income, by contrast raises the demand
for real balances26 and thus leads to a fall in domestic prices, and
thereby induces an offsetting exchange appreciation.
Although the monetary approach is based upon the theoretical concept
of PPP theory, monetary models do not typically trace the influence of
the exchange rate through conventional price indices like the consumer
25From another point of view, higher domestic interest rates mean
higher holding cost of domestic currency. It will reduce the demand for
real balances, raises prices and therefore bring about an exchange rate
depreciation.
26Real income are included in the function as a proxy for the wealth
of domestic residents, who presumably have a preference for domestic
currency. See also Bilson (1978), p.S3
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price index, the wholesale price index or even the traded goods price
indices.27 Instead, the monetary approach appeals to asset markets in
general and the money markets in particular. As Mckinnon put it:
Because national price levels are so easily detached from
the law of one price, relatively modest changes in money-market
conditions at home or abroad may move the exchange rate a great
deal depending on the views of financial speculators, No
longer may one rely on commodity arbitrage by merchants to keep
the exchange rate aligned with national price levels.28
A natural implication of the asset view is the specific role of
expectations play in determining the exchange rate. The demand for
domestic and foreign money depends on the expected rates of return,
and in particular depends on the expected rate of variations of the
exchange rate. A monetary expansion not only triggers a depreciation
of the exchange rate directly, but it may also induce a further
depreciation by creating expectations of future monetary growth,
unless authorities dampen these expectations by demonstrating a
willingness to adjust current money supplies to maintain the spot
exchange rate within a small neighborhood. As explained above,
the role of expectations has been appropriately treated through the
nominal interest rate differential in the relative money demand.
The equation set out in (3.9) above is the most extreme form of
the monetary approach. Most empirical studies of the. demand for
money have shown lagged adjustment. Suppose, then, that there is
partial adjustment to the desired money stocks, the short-run demand for
money functions become:
27Bilson (1978), p.53




where is the first difference operator, and and are partial
adjustment coefficient in the domestic and foreign money demand
function respectively.
Substitution of (3.10) and (3.11) into (3.7) yields
(3.12)
When comparing (3.12) with (3.9), it reveals that an increase in
domestic money supply will not lead to an equiproportional depreciation
of the domestic currency.. Rather the rate of depreciation much depends
on the speeds of adjustment in the demand for money.
A more sophisticated version of the monetary approach is to take
account of the lagged adjustment in both the demand for money and
exchange rate.29 With (3.7) being replaced by:
(3.13)
where is the partial adjustment coefficient in the exchange rate.
29Hacche and Townend (1981), p.211
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Substitution of (3.10) and (3.11) into (3.13) yields
(3.14)
Equation (3.14) shows that the effect of monetary disturbance on
exchange rate will depend on the relative speeds of adjustment in
the demand for money and exchange rate.
To illustrate, suppose that there is an increase in the domestic
money supply and that the foreign money supply remain unchanged (i.e.
Then the exchange rate will overshoot a new equilibrium
created by domestic monetary disturbance if the value of the partial
adjustment coefficient in the exchange rate() is numerically
higher than that of the partial adjustment coefficient in the
domestic money demand function
Mathematically, if
then
3.5 Critics of the theory in Literature
The criticism of the theory are hardly less well known than the
formulation of the theory itself. Most critics have generally directed
their criticisms at the validity of the special assumptions about
price flexibility and competition in trade, and hence the workability
of the models as a long run theory of exchange rate determination.
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Others even consider it barren as a theory of economic behaviour.30
In the following paragraphs, we shall examine separately the critics of
the PPP theory and the monetary approach, in order to give a theoretical
perspective to appraise empirical tests that are given in subsequent
Chapters.
3.5.1 Critics of the PPP Theory
A standard a priori doubt about the PPP theory is that sufficiently
comprehensive tariffs, quotas, exchange controls and other trade barriers
could destroy the responsiveness of trade to prices and so make the
parity doctrine irrelevant. To this, Yeager31 argued that the PPP doctrine
is meant to deal with relatively free markets. Even though the imperfect-
ions in trade may make the doctrine incomplete description of reality,
the interferences that severely distort an exchange rate away from the
purchasing-power ratio of the two currencies might, however, still leave
the rate powerfully related to the relative purchasing powers.
Other critics have discussed the PPP theory in the context of
equilibrium of the trade balance or balance of payments. One typical
argument runs as follows.32 Equilibrium on the foreign exchange
market will be reached when at the exchange rate the demand for and
30Basevi (1977), p.94 notes that A theory of the determinants of
the exchange rate that says that the exchange rate depends on the stock
supply and demand for money, is to us no theory of the exchange rate
at all. It is simply another application of the tools of elementary
price- demand and supply- although I admit that the emphasis on
the stock- rather than flow- demand and supply was perhaps necessary.'
31 Yeager (1958), p.517
32 See, for example, Stolper (1948), p.242
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supply of foreign exchange are equal. Though the prices may be equal at
a particular rate of exchange, yet the balance of trade or balance of
payments may not be in equilibrium. It follows therefore the price
equality, or purchasing power parity as usually stated, is a necessary
but hardly a sufficient condition of equilibrium on the exchange market.
The critics' theory provides a description of the adjustment
process toward balanced trade relations between countries, and hence,
points to what a correct exchange rate should be. However, there is
no definite way of pinpointing the correct value of the exchange rate
when a disequilibrium in the balance of payments occurs. And despite
the consensus of opinion among economists that the exchange rate
should be in accord with equilibrium in the balance of payments in the
long run, the period of the long run is often undefined. Furthermore,
in recent years, new viewpoints have emerged and questioned the
assumed association between devaluation and changes in the trade balances.
They argued that trade deficit may be the natural consequence of a
faster rate of economic growth relative to.the rest of the world.
In addition McKinnon33 has summarized the empirical studies
of Marc Miles (1979), Erich Spitallor (1980) and Anne Krueger (1978)
and concluded there is no consistent response pattern for the net
position of the current account, even for countries where the
devaluation was ultimately considered to be successfully in the sense
of restoring international competitiveness.
Another central point of contention has to do with the relative
33McKinnon (1981), p.545
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stability of the relative-price structure in the economy. In neoclassical
monetary theory, relative prices are predetermined by resources, technology
and tastes. The price level is a question of the supply and demand for
money. Thus when the shocks are of a monetary origin, the relative price
structure is not affected, and hence the PPP holds. However, when shocks
are of a real origin, the relative price structure may change and the
practical application-of the theory will be of limited value. In
illustration of the argument, the comparative version of the theory as
stated in (3.2) is reformulated in Haberler's terms (1936) as:
(3.15)
where the subscript 7 denotes the base period.
The constant term 'a' can be reinterpreted as an index of the terms
of trade.34 Suppose that there is a change in the relative price
structure. Domestically, this will lead to a changed relationship
between traded and non-traded goods, while. internationally this will
lead to a change in the barter terms of trade. Hence the PPP theory
is no longer valid as a/ a7.
One plausible 'real shock' which would lead to a change in the
relative price structure is the productivity bias proposed by Balassa.
He wrote:
Assuming that international productivity differences are
greater in the production of traded goods than in the production
of non-traded goods, the currency of the country with the higher
productivity levels will appear to be over-valued in terms of
purchasing power parity..... This conclusion is further strengthened
if we consider that services are relatively labour intensive, since
higher wages will raise the relative price of services in countries




However, Officer in summarizing his empirical results concluded
that the productivity bias in purchasing power parity lacks a firm
empirical foundation, suggesting that the general acceptance of the
hypothesis is unwarranted.36
Another kind of real shocks that are dealt with extensively by
Taussig (1941) are the asymmetries on the demand side that generate
changes over time in-the prices of nontraded goods relative to traded
goods. If the income elasticity of demand for traded goods and non-
traded goods are different, then assuming unbiased growth on the
production side, the relative price of traded goods and non-traded
goods will differ as income grows. Since the issue on the stability
of the relative price structure is of considerable importance for
PPP calculation, some indirect tests will be given in the subsequent
Chapter.
There is also some controversy in the literature as to which price
index is the appropriate one to use in parity calculations. We do not
attempt to review the arguments put forward by various economists as it
is more an empirical question than a theoretical one.37 However, at a
more theoretical level, we would like to argue that when the structure
of relative prices in the economy remains stable, as is likely to be
the case when most of the shocks are of a monetary origin, the choices
of the price index is immaterial. On the other hand, when there are
real shock, which alter relative prices, the choice of the price
becomes crucial, 38
36Officer (1976), p.575
37For an extensive review of the choice of index problem, see Officer
(1976) and Thygesen (1978)
38Frenkel (1981), p.152
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A final point of contention mentioned here, deals with the special
assumption about price flexibility. The more restrictive version of the
PPP theory requires that all commodities are 'flexprice' in the Hicksian
sense. That particular requirement is usually regarded by the opponents
as unrealistic, except that periods of hyperinflation prevails or that
the tradables are homogenous primary commodities. Under the normal
circumstances, it is the fixprice goods that dominates. Firms have
little or no immediate incentive to change the domestic invoice price
of tradable manufactures or nontradable services in respect to an unexpected
and possibly temporary devaluation.39 As Magee has demonstrated, even
the traded goods indices reflect contracts that may have been made up to
18 months previously and that will consequently appear to adjust slowly
to the exchange rate.40 If this proves to be the case, the PPP theory
would be better described by the lagged adjustment of relative price
levels to exchange rates than by the lagged adjustment of exchange rates
to relative price levels. This transmission mechanism suggests an
alternative model, obtained by replacing (3.4) with:
(3.16)
where (5-is the partial adjustment coefficient in the relative price levels.
3.5.2 Critics of the Monetary Approach
The monetary approach has often been criticized on its assumption
about price flexibility and on the assumption about the exogenity of
the interest rate differential as a-basic determinant of the exchange
rate,movement. As the former has been dealt with in the preceding section,
the following paragraphs concentrate on the arguments over the latter.
39McKinnon (1981), p.549
40See Magee (1974), (1978)
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Given the exogenous foreign interest rate if, the proponents of the
monetary approach view that the domestic rate i is a reflection of the
exchange rate expectations. A change in i is implicitly the consequence
of a change in expectation, being required to keep expected relative yields
equalized. However, Hacche and Townenrl 41 argues that only under the
assumption that expected exchange rate movements were insensitive in
the short run to variations in the determinants of the current exchange
rate, can the exogenity of the interest differential and hence the exogenity
of the domestic interest rate be defended. Further, it is demonstrated that
the assumption basically conflicts with the hypothesis of rational
expectations. Expressing the interest rate differential as
(3.17)
where EtXt+j represents the expectation of X at time (t+j) conditional
upon information at time t, and substituting into (3.9), we get
or In (3.18)
Z = In a+where
Equation (3.18) shows that on the rational expectations hypothesis,
the expectation of the exchange rate in any further period (t+j) may be
expressed in terms of the expected value of the composite exogenous
variable Z and the exchange rate expected in the succeeding period (t+j+l).
There are other critics in the literature that focus on the
behaviour of money supply process. To the monetarist, money supply is
treated as exogenous- and the reasons for its over exnansi on or rnntrarti on
41Hacche and Townend (1981), p.209
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by the Central Bank are usually not accounted for. One of the critics
theory- the portfolio approach- rather views that the supply of money
is one of the two ways the Government has to finance its deficit.42
Hence they introduce explicitly the relationship between balance of
payments and the exchange rate. In the portfolio analysis, the
current account imbalance becomes the reflection of the Government
budgetary imbalance when the private sector is satisfied with its
own holdings of financial assets, and the inability of the Government
to sell bonds to foreigners without an excessive fall in their prices
and/or depreciation of the currency, gets reflected in an overall
balance of payments deficits.
3.6 Summary
In recent years, following the advent of the floating exchange
rate regime, there has been an intensive re-apprasial of the theories
of determination of exchange rate movements. The monetary approach
and its antecedent- the PPP theory- is but one among the others.
With the abandonment of the special assumptions about the price
flexibility, the exogenity of interest rate differential and the
exogenity in the money supply process, Mundell (1963), Fleming (1962),
Branson (1979), Dornbusch (1976) and others developed their own models
of exchange rate determination. Though they also focus mainly on the
monetary aspects, the resulting transmission mechanism is quite
different from that of the monetary approach. In the Mundell-Fleming
42 See, for example, Branson and Halttunen (1979)
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analysis, a monetary expansion led to a decline in interest rates,
an incipient capital account deficit and a corrective depreciation.
In Branson's portfolio balance model, a monetary expansion requires
a fall in interest rates to re-equilibrate domestic asset markets, and the
fall in interest rates requires depreciation for the demand for foreign
assets to be restored to its original level. In the Dornbusch model,
a monetary expansion requires a fall in interest rates to restore
money market equilibrium, and the fall in interest rates requires
depreciation for relative expected yields to be held in equality,
given the regressiveness of expectations. Whereas in the monetary
approach, a monetary expansion will affect interest rates only if it
affects inflationary expectation, and if it does so, it will tend
to raise them.
Although the monetary approach and the PPP theory have been critized
largely on theoretical grounds, yet it provides a starting point for most
of the econometric work in this area, as it appears so much more tractable
and yields straightforward implication for the relevant parameters.
Furthermore, the difficulties encountered in obtaining the requisite
data for the application of the monetary approach and the PPP theory
to the exchange rate determination is much lesser in comparison with
those of the portfolio balance approach and the-Mundell-Fleming Model.
In the next Chapter, a review of the previous empirical studie
of the PPP theory and the monetary approach is given.
CHAPTER IV
REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF THE PPP THEORY
AND OF THE MONETARY APPROACH TO EXCHANGE RATE
4.1 Introduction
The objective of this Chapter is to review the previous econometric
tests and applications of both the PPP theory and the monetary approach to
exchange rate, in the light of the theorectical foundations presented in
Chapter III.
The early tests of the PPP theory under floating exchange-rates
involved time-series comparisons of PPP with the actual exchange rate.l
The methodology adopted usually runs as follows: A time series of
relative PPP during the floating rates period is calculated and is
compared with the corresponding time series of the floating rate. For
the more recent empirical studies, regression analysis is used as the
major methodological tool. In addition, the lagged effect of purchasing
power parity on the exchange rate is also allowed.
With regard to the empirical tests and applications of the monetary
approach to the exchange rate, it dates form the work of Fry (1976), Frenkel
IThere are also other forms of tests of PPP theory, e.g.'comparative
static comparisons, tests of variability of real exchange rate, tests of
commodity-arbitrage relationship. As PPP is interpreted in the present
study as a causal relationship running from relative price levels to
exchange rates, we do not attempt to review those forms of tests. Interested
readers may refer Officer (1976), Katseli-Papaefstratiou (1979).
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(1976), Knight (1976) and others in the mid-seventies. Their analyses
incorporate the quantity theory of money with a strict PPP relationship
between domestic and foreign price levels. The methods of estimation
include, inter alia, generalised least squares, instrumental variables,
ordinary least squares, mixed estimation, two stage and three stage
least squares.
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 present the previous empirical work on the
PPP theory and the monetary approach to exchange rate respectively. A
short summary is given in the final section.
4.2 Previous Empirical Studies of the PPP Theory
Empirical tests and applications of the PPP theory have been numerous
and often inconclusive. A cursory examination of some of the evidence on
prices and exchange rates suggests that the doctrine seems to have been
reliable during the floating period of 1920s. As for the results from
equivalent tests in the 1970s, they fail to, lend support to the PPP theory.2
Pertaining to the floating currencies of the 1920s, most of the
studies are found to be supportive of the PPP theory.- Cassel3 computed the
PPP between the pound and the floating Swedish krona monthly during the
World War I at a time when major interruptions in trade and capital flows
had taken place. His results showed remarkable correspondence between
relative price levels and exchange rates.




Keynes4 computed the purchasing power pars for the United Kingdom,
France and Italy monthly for the period 1919-1923, and compared it
with the actual exchange rates. The United States was chosen as
the country of comparison. He found that there was a high degree of
correspondence for the United Kingdom, whereas for France and Italy,
the PPP theory had worked passably well.
Also, Grahams investigated the relation of wholesale prices to
exchange rates in the period 1919-1923 for twelve European countries.
He reported that in most cases, a rather close correspondence between
actual exchange rate and the theorectical pars based on relative prices
was found.
This kind of work went on,after World War II, Stolper 6 tested the
hypothesis for the dollar exchange of sterling during the period 1919-
1925. He compared the actual course of the dollar rate of sterling with
PPP calculated on the basis of three price indices, viz wholesale price
index, consumer price index and raw materials wholesale price index. He
showed graphically that there was fairly close correspondence between
purchasing power parities and the actual exchange rate.
Tsiang7 graphed in logarithmic scale the purchasing power pars based
on relative wholesale prices and the actual exchange rates for the United
Kingdom, Norway and France for the period 1919-1927. The United States
was chosen as the country of comparison. He found a high degree of
correspondence for the United Kingdom and Norway, but observed more






And Aliber8 also graphed the purchasing power pars based on
wholesale and retail prices and the actual exchange rates for Great
Britain, France, Belgium, Netherlands and Switzerlands, with the United
States as the country of comparison. The period under study covered
from 1919-1926. However, he showed that there was some divergences
for all countries.
While previous studies basically relied on rudimental methods, the
revival in the interests of PPP in the 1970's has been accompanied by
the use of more advanced models and methods to study the same old problem.
Thomas9, in his study of the relationship between relative prices and
exchange rates, focussed on the 'other elements' that caused the measured
total elasticities of exchange rate with respect to relative prices to
deviate from one. He suggested'an adaptive-expectations model to deal
empirically with that element- speculation- in the foreign exchange
markets of the early 1920s. Retaining the notations as in Chapter 111, 10
Thomas specified his model as follows:
(4.1)
(4.2)
where (P/Pf)E denotes the expected relative price ratios,
are parameters,
is the coefficient which determines the nature of expectations
revision, and




10Unless otherwise stated, the notations used throughout the Chapter
for exchange rate, price levels, money supply, interest rate and real income
are the same as those in Chapter III.
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He then derived two alternative estimable equations from his model
and fitted the equations for 11 countries, using monthly data for the
period 1920-1924, and again using the United States as the standard
country of comparison. The results turned out to be that the beta
estimates were generally close to zero, especially for the cases in
which relatively stable budgetary policies were followed, implying a
low elasticity of expectations. Though the result failed to lend support to
his hypothesis of highly elastic expectations, it was favorable to the
PPP theory. As argued by Officer, when the beta estimate was substantially
above zero, it would involve an increase in measured PPP, leading to
an increase in expected PPP, and hence to an increase in speculative
flows. 11
Hodgson and Phelps,12 on the other hand, applied the more
restrictive version of the PPP theory to 14 countries with floating
currencies in the period 1919-1925. Adopting the Generalized-Least-
Squares (GLS) procedure as the method of estimation they found that
the PPP variable was highly significant (with t-scores exceeding
4.0) in 9 of the 14 cases, and significant (with t-scores equal to
2.55) in the tenth. Furthermore, the regression coefficients had
the expected sign in all ten cases. In the same study, distributed-lag
variants of PPP theory were also tested, using the same set of data.




12Hodgson and Phelps (1975), pp.58-64
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where a is the constant term,
b, c and d are parameters, and
subscripts '-1', '-2' denote the one-month and two-month lag
respectively.
Equation (4.3) is a Koyck-type model which assumes that the lag
weights decline geometrically from the initial period, whereas Equation
(4.4) enables the data itself to indicate the lag period in which the peak
effect occurs. With the rational distributed lag models (4.3) and (4.4)
applied to 14 countries with floating currencies in the period 1919-1925,
they found that over ninety percent of the month-to-month variations in
exchange rates was explained by lagged price-level movements in eleven
of the fourteen cases. Furthermore, in all fourteen cases, the-major
impact of price-level movement occured within the first three months,
and in most instances the lagged effects were largely exhausted within
a year's time.
Frenkel13 also analysed the empirical content of the PPP doctrine
during the floating rates period of the 1920s. In his pioneering work
Purchasing Power Parity- Doctrinal perspective and evidence from the
1920s (1978), he used monthly data on exchange rate and domestic




where a is the constant term,
b, b* are parameters and
is the first difference operator
l3 Frenkel (1978), pp.169-191
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Adopting the hypothesis that b= b*= 1, he compared the results
obtained with the hypothetical values using a standard F-test. Three
different kinds of price indexes were used, viz. the wholesale, material
and food-price indexes. Though some bilateral exchange rates (e.g. the
Franc/Pound exchange rate in the case of testing absolute PPP and the
Dollar/Pound rate in the case of testing Relative PPP) did not follow
PPP closely, the overall results seemed to be positive.
In the same study, Frenkel also attempted to distinguished between
the short run and long run relationships, and to analyse the implication
of allowing for lags in adjustment. He estimated the following equation:
(4.7)
where measures the speed of adjustment.
In all cases, except for the Dollar/Pound rate, he found that the
long run elasticity b turned out to be close to unity.
Generalized floating since the 1970's has also led to a host of
empirical studies on tests on the validity of the PPP theory. But the
performance of the predictions of the various versions of the purchasing
power parity doctrine, however, has been poor. Isard14 computed the
purchasing power exchange rate on an annual basis for each of six industrial
countries paired with the United States, during the 1969-1976 period. He
then examined how observed values of purchasing power exchange rates have
fluctuated about their sample means. The result, as given in his study,
indicated that there were substantial short-run variations in exchange rates
14Isard (1978), pp.6-8
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relative to corresponding ratios of price indexes.
On the other hand, Bilson1s computed a ratio of the trade-weighted
annual inflation rate index of five major industrial countries to the
annual inflation rate of US, and compared it with the corresponding
exchange rate movements. He found that during the period 1973 to
1979, real exchange rates had not remained constant. The annual rate
of inflation in the United States averaged about 1 percentage point
less than in the group of foreign countries, yet the dollar had
depreciated at an average of over 1 percent a year.
King16 tested the relevance of the theory to the recent floating
experience by adopting quite a different method of analysis, which ran
as follows: Quarterly data were collected for the 19 U.S. trading
partners whose exchange rates had floated, on U.S. dollar/foreign-
currency-unit exchange rates, and on various indices of inflation from
the second quarter of 1973 through the second quarter of 1975.
Percentage changes in these bilateral exchange rates and in foreign-to-US
relative rates of inflation were computed for various periodicities
(quarterly, semi-annually, annually and biannually). These observations
were pooled across countries and over time, and the following equation
was estimated:
(%change in $/FE (4.8)(%change
where FE refers to the units of foreign exchange,
PUS-, PF refers to the US price index and the relevant comparable
foreign price index,
ao is the constant term, and




The results indicated that qualitative predictions about the direction
of changes of exchange rates based on forecasts of differential bilateral
inflation were quite reasonable, even for periods as short as one quarter.
However as far as the goodness of fit of the equations were concerned, they
could hardly be considered as satisfactory. The R2 of the equations with
quarterly observations ranged from 0.00 to 0.03!
Frenkel,17 in analysing the empirical record of Dollar/Pound, Dollar/
Franc, Dollar/DM, Pound/DM, and Franc/DM exchange rates and prices during
the 1970s, reported that for the Dollar/Pound and Dollar/Franc exchange
rates, the estimates of the coefficients of the price ratios are insignificant
and, for the Dollar/DM exchange rate, the estimates differ significantly
from unity. The results indicated that short-run changes in exchange rates
had not been closely linked to short-run differentials in the corresponding
national inflation rates as measured by consumer price indices. Furthermore,
this loose link seemed to be cumulative.
He attributed the dismal performance of the regressions for the
various currencies during the 1970s to the fact that first, most of
the shocks to the system were of a real origin, which required changes
in relative prices second, there was a fundamental difference between
the characteristics of exchange rates and those of national price
levels as reflected in their time series properties. In examining the
changes in relative prices, the cost of living indices was regressed
on the wholesale price indices for the U.S., the U.K., France and
Germany, during the period June 1973 to July 1979. The results
indicated that the internal relative prices- as measured by the
17Frenkel (1981), p.694
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relationship between the cost of living and the wholesale price indice-
have not changed much in the U.S. and the U.K., they have changed somewhat
in Germany and have changed dramatically in France. 18 In further
examining the time series properties of exchange rates and prices, it
was found that the monthly changes in exchange rates exhibited little
or no serial correlation, while national price levels did exhibit a
degree of serial correlation. This implies that during the 1970s,
exchange rates adjust immediately to external shocks while commodity prices
do not. In other words, commodity prices show substantial stickiness.
The validity of the PPP theory has to rest on the stability of the
relative-price structure in the economy and the flexibility of the
commodity prices. When the disturbances are of a monetary origin, as
in the case of hyperinflationary periods during the 1920s, the assumptions
seem to hold. As such, the better performance of the relationship
between prices and exchange rates during the 1920s than that%during
the 1970s, are much less of a mystery.
As the simple versions of the PPP theory fail to explain much of
the short-run variations in exchange rates, more sophisticated models are
built which sought to explain the deviations of exchange rates from
relative PPP. Batchelor19 presented a model to analyse the deviations
of various sterling exchange rates from relative PPP. The analysis was
based on the experience of the Pound/Dollar, Pound/French Franc, Pound/
DM, Pound/Italian lira and Pound/Japanese Yen. The period under study




performed better than export prices in those equations, but the
performance of variables representing the modifying factors was
often somewhat unsatisfactory. However, the trade balance, with some
allowance for the J-curve effect, and interest-rate differentials
generally proved to be significant in estimation.
Bilson20 tested the validity of the theory by relating the
relative rate of inflation to the deviation from purchasing power
parity, in the following form:
(4.9)
where A denotes the first difference operator.
are the parameters, and
subscript '-1' denotes one-month lag.
Using data on the DM/Pound exchange rate over the period from June
1970 to August 1977, the regressed estimates supported the view that relative
consumer prices gradually adjust to the exchange rate. The result also
showed that it takes twelve months to complete one- quarter of the
necessary adjustment of prices to an exchange rate change, twenty-seven
months to complete one-half of the adjustment and fifty-four months to
complete 75 percent.
In another study, Bilson21 constructed another variant of the PPP
model which stated that the deviation from the equilibrium exchange rate




differentials. Mathematically, his model nmav be expressed as:
(4.10)
where a0 is the constant term,
al, a2 are parameters, and
subscript '-1' denotes one-month lag.
In estimating the equation (4.9) for the Pound/DM exchange rate
over the period May 1970- May 1977, he found that over 94 percent of
the variations in the dependent variable were explained. Furthermore,
the coefficient of the interest rate differential was significant and of
the correct sign, and the estimate of the speed of adjustment- 9 percent
per month- was plausible.
Despite these, tests concerning the PPP theory can be considered
inconclusive at best.
4.3 Previous Empirical Studies of the Monetary Approach to Exchange Rates
In the simple PPP version, though the exchange rate does not move
in full conformity with the ratio of national price levels due to change
in relative price structures and price rigidities, the two national
price levels expressed in terms of the same currency do move in
conformity with each other. Frenkel,22 in estimating the equation
(4.11)
where a is the constant term and
b is the parameter
for US/UK, US/France, US/Germany, France/Germany, during the period June
1973- July 1979, found that with the exception of US/France wholesale
price index, all the coefficients were highly significant. This implies
22Frenkel (1981), pp.155-160
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that changes in relative prices may be less important in determining the
trends of national price levels (expressed in common currency units) which
are dominated by monetary conditions.
This distinction is important for the applications of monetary models
of exchange rates. Though one of the building blocks of the monetary
models requires that the purchasing power parity condition holds, it
does not typically trace the influence of the exchange rate through
conventional price indices. It is sufficient so long as the domestic
price level strongly links with the foreign price level through the
purchasing power parity condition.
Frenkel23 applied the monetary framework to examine data pertaining
to German hyperinflation during-the period February 1920 to November 1923.
The model that he developed ignores the developments in the rest of the
world. Further, he considered the demand for real cash balance md merely
as a function say, g( ), of the expected rate of inflation
(4.12)
He argued that during the hyperinflation, changes in the demand
for money were dominated by changes in inflationary expectations so that
the effects of changes in output and the real rate of interest may be
ignored. With the money market in equilibrium, we have
(4.13)
Linking the domestic price level with the foreign price level
23Frenkel (1976), pp.200-224
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through the PPP condition, the exchange rate equation that he estimated
became:
(4.14)
where a0 is the constant term, and
al, a2 are parameters.
The explanatory power of the estimated equation was excellent with
R2 equals to 0.994, and that the results were fully consistent with the
prior expectation. However, his study only concentrated on the period
of hyperinflation. It did not provide any insight into the exchange
rate effects of real disturbances like structural changes. (See for
example Balassa (1964)).
However, when the monetary model is confronted with the evidence
from the current experience with floating exchange rates, the tests seem
again to be inconclusive. Although a number of studies have demonstrated
a negative relationship between domestic interest rate and the exchange
rate, competing studies also emerge that gives a positive relationship
between the two. Furthermore, recent experience shows that the performance
of the forward rate as a forecast of the future spot rate is poor. This
implies that the nature of exchange rate movements is largely unpredictable.24
Some of the studies do demonstrate that the monetary approach is an
unsatisfactory theory of exchange rate determination, and that it is
noticeably inferior to the random.walk model..
Tests that have been found in support of the monetary approach
24Frenkel (1981), pp.672-682
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come from Fry25, Putnam and Van Belle26, Knight27, Humphrey and Lawler28,
Hodrick29 and Hacche and Townend30.
Fry utilized a conventional demand-for-money function and the PPP
relation to derive a reduced form equation for explaining movement in
the afghani/dollar exchange rate over the period 1955-1972:
(4.15)
where subscript '-l'-represents one period lag,
M is the domestic real money balance,
a0 is the constant term and
a1, a2, a3, a4 and a5 are parameters.
In estimating his equation, Fry was able to explain a remarkably
high proportion of the movements in the exchange rate (R2= 0.9993, and
F=2,705.78). Further, coefficients met all a priori restrictions on the
partial derivatives.
Putnam and Van Belle re-estimated Fry.'s equation in percentage form
without the lag structure for the domestic real money balance. They
found that money supply and the income proxy remained significant determinants
of the exchange rate, even though the fit of the equation was not as good
as the logarithmic form. (R2=0.68, and F=9.9)
25Fry (1976), pp.219-225
26Putnam and Van Belle (1978), pp.117-118
27Knight (1976)
28Humphrey and Lawler (1977), pp.10-15
29Hodrick (1978), pp.97-116
30Hacche and Townend (1981), pp.201-247
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Knight regressed the composite variable of the logarithm of exchange
rate, domestic money supply and foreign price level as against the
independent variables of the logarithm of foreign money supply, and
domestic and foreign real income, using the three-stage-least squares
technique. Quarterly Canada/US data were used for two distinct periods,
viz, 1951-1961 and 1970-1974. The empirical results were found to
be consistent with the theorectical model.
Humphrey and Lawler estimates the following basic equation of the
monetary approach for quarterly US/UK and US/Italy data for the period
1973 I through 1976 II:
(4.16)
where an is the constant term,
and are parameters.
The empirical results were consistent with the theoretical model.
Eighty-seven percent of the variation of both the dollar/pound and
dollar/lira exchange rates were explained by variations in the money
stock, real income, and interest rate variables. All coefficients on
the explanatory variables were significant and had the expected sign.
Moreover, the coefficient on the US/Italy money stock variables was
close to the theoretical value of unity, as is the coefficient on
the US/UK income variable. In the same study, he also presented the
regression results for the US/UK exchange rate for the period 19201
to 1924IV. It was found that the equation performed adequately
except for the coefficient on the income variable, which had the
wrong sign. He, however, attributed the problem to the unreliability
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of UK income data for the period rather than to the shortcomings inherent
in the model.
In somewhat similar manner, Hodrick applied the monetary approach
to both Germany and the U.K. data with variables in the levels of natural
logarithms and in their rates of changes. The United States was chosen
as the country of comparison. The period under study covers April 1973
to September 1975 for Germany, and July 1972 to June 1975 for the United
Kingdom.
In testing with variables in the levels of natural logarithms,




where j denotes the Europound interest rate.,
a0 is the constant term, and
al, a2, a3, a4, a5 and a6 are parameters.
Equation (4.17) was estimated for the United Kingdom, whereas
equation (4.18) was estimated for Germany. The formulations of the
two equation differed in that the former included an additional
variable which reflected the differential between the Europound interest
rate and the UK Treasury bill rate. The rationale behind was that when assets
were not perfect substitutes, as particularly in the case of U.K., more
than one of the interest rates on alternative assets would have to enter
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the demand for money. Using the ordinary-least-squares (OLS) method of
estimation, it was found that the explanatory power of both the
estimated equations was quite good (R2= 0.73, and 0.662 respectively)
and that all the estimated coefficients had the anticipated sign except
the German interest rate, which was contrary to the expected negative
influence. He attributed the non-compliance to the strong capital
controls which Germany employed throughout much of the sample period.
In regard to tests using rates of changes of variables, he
formulated the equation for estimation as follows:
(4.19)
where d is the difference operator,
L is the lag operator, i.e. Li xt= xt-i
a0 is the constant term,and
al, a2 and a3 are parameters.
Here the hypothesis of stock equilibrium was relaxed by allowing
a dynamic response of the exchange rate to changes in the exogenous
variables. The reported results were broadly consistent with the
predictions of the theory.
Moreover, Hacche and Townendestimated the simple version of monetary
approach using monthly data for the sterling/dollar rate ($:b) and the
sterling's effective rate (EER) over the period February 1972 to October
1977. The results are reported as follows:
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In =10.209 -0.5781nM -0.3451nMus + 0.246 InY -0.6301nY us
(12.7) (6.5) (1.5) (1.6) (5.0)
-0.019i + 0.007i us +0.625 U t-1
(8.0) (1.4) (5.6) (4.20)
R 2 =0.988 se = 0.017 DW =1.775
InEER =0.120 - 0.0541nM - 0.094llnM f - 0.003lnY + 0.035lnY f
(0.06 ) (0.306) (4.124) (0.034) (0.182)
-0.008i + 0.003i us + 0.942U t-1
(4.747) (1.295) (22.546) (4.21)
R 2 = 0.992 se=0.014 DW =1.805
't' statustucs in parenthesis
For equation (4.20), parameter estimated for domestic money stock
had correct signs and were significant,whereas for equation (4.21),
domestic money stock lost its significance entirely. Nevertheless, the
explanatory power of both equtions was high, and there was a clear
evidence of a negative relationship between domestic interest rate and
th exchange rate, which apparently confirmed the monetary, rather than
the conventional or portfolio balance model.
But there are evidence against the monetary approach as well, for
example, Frankel 31 ,criticized the monetary model in that it was not a
realistic description when variation in the inflation differential was
moderate, as it had been among the most industrialized countries in the
1970s. Instead, he developed his own real interest differential model.
The two models basically differed in the interpretation of the effect
31 Frankel (1979), pp. 610-622
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of changes in interest rate on exchange rate movements. Frankel argued
that when the nominal interest rate was low relative to the expected
inflation rate, the domestic economy was highly liquid. An incipient
capital outflow would cause the currency to depreciate, until there
was sufficient expectation of future appreciation to offset low
interest rate. Hence the exchange rate would overshoot its equilibrium
value by an amount proportional to the real interest differential. He
tested his model against the mark/dollar rate from July 1974 to February
1978. The results turned out to support his contention. This indirectly
refutes the monetary model as a satisfactory one in explaining exchange
rate movements.
Other worth-mentioning studies leading to the rejection of the monetary
model as a complete description of the determination of the exchange rate
come from Bilson32 and Dornbusch.33
Bilson tested the monetary model using monthly data for Germany and
the U.K. over the period from April 1970 to.May 1977. In specifying
his model, some exogenous movements in the relative demand for the two
currencies were allowed. Moreover, partial adjustment mechanism was
employed to take account of the slow adjustment of the actual price
to the equilibrium price. The testable form thus becomes:
(4.22)
where t denotes the trend in exogenous movements in the relative
demand for the two currencies,
subscript '-1' denotes one period lag,
an is the constant term, and




The results of the unrestricted estimates of equation (4.22) did
not support the monetary model of exchange rate determination, as none
of the coefficients of the money supply or real income variables were
statistically significant. He attributed the failure of the model to
highly collinear independent variables, so that the sample information
could not distinguished their influence on the exchange rate.
He then included the prior information in the estimation, the
restricted estimates turned out to be consistent with prior belief,
and the predictive power of the model became satisfactory. (R2=0.9807)
However, he found that the estimated results from the monetary model
was no superior to thoseCierived from a strict PPP relationship and the
random walk model. In his words:
, Although (the monetary approach equation) appears to fit the
data more closely than the PPP equation, it is noticeably inferior
to the random walk model in terms of R-squares, standard error, and
the extent of the autocorrelation of the residuals. Consequently,
although the monetary model does explain over 90 percent of the
variation in the exchange rate, these results lead to the rejection
of the monetary model as a complete description of the determination
of the exchange rate.. 34
Dornbusch examined the basic equation (4.23) of the monetary
approach using the dollar/mark exchange rate during the period 197311
to 1979IV!
is the constant term, andwhere
a1, a2, and a3 are parameters.
34 Bilson (1978), p.89
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He concluded that econometric evidence left little doubt that
the monetary approach in the form of equation (4.23) was an unsatisfactory
theory of exchange rate determination. Not only did the estimated equation
demonstrate instability but also it had negligible explanatory power.
4.4 A Short Summary
In the real world, the 1970s witnessed a change from pegged to flexible,
though managed, exchange rates, and in the academic cricle a shift from a
Keynesian flow- equilibrium view of the balance of payments and the exchange
rate to a stock-equilibrium, asset market view. This naturally has caused
some re-orientation in empirical research. However, the empirical tests of
both PPP and monetary-PPP models have been inconclusive. This basically
reflects the fact that some of the assumptions underlying the theory might
be too strict and not well justified when confronted with the evidence from
the current experience with floating exchange rates. For instance, the
assumption that nominal interest rates are exogenous is questionable.
Because international financial markets are highly integrated, nominal
interest rate differential, primarily reflecting exchange rate expectations,
are likely to be influenced by the current change in the spot rate.
There now seems to be growing doubts on whether and to what extent
PPP and monetary-PPP models are adequate in explaining exchange rate
movements. There are many things yet to be sorted out and more empirical
research is needed to clear up the issues. Since the floating of the
Hong Kong dollar in 1974, there is a need to understand the mechanism
that determines its exchange rate and the factors underlying. Despite
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the inherent weakness in the PPP theory and the monetary approach to
exchange rate determination, it still serves as a convenient starting
point in analysing the movement of Hong Kong dollar exchange rate.
In the following Chapter, empirical results on testing the PPP





In this Chapter, we apply the PPP theory and the monetary model to
an analysis of the quarterly exchange rate movements of the Hong Kong
Dollar.
The overall period chosen for the present analysis is from 1974IV
to 1982III in the case of PPP model and from 1974IV to 1982II in the
case of monetary model. Though the Hong Kong dollar was allowed to
float on November 26, 1974, the sample period includes the last quarter
of 1974 in order to increase the number of observations. Moreover,
the fundamental assumptions of the PPP theory and the parameters of
the money demand function of the monetary model should be invariant with
respect to the exchange rate regime. Yet the problem arises in the
relative version of the PPP theory with regard to the choice of a
base period. Changes in an exchange rate with respect to some base
data can be accurately deduced from changes in relative prices since
that date only if either the base date is a period of PPP equilibrium, or
any disequilibrium at the base date persists uniformly throughout the
period considered. However, by making the assumption that PPP holds
on the average during the sample period being studied, the appropriate





The sample period terminates with the latest observation available
for the series at the time of estimation. All the data used in the study
are quarterly figures. That particular selection may call for an
explanation. Theoretically, in the long run, it is useful to view the
exchange rate as the relative price of national outputs, while in the
short run, say, periods up to a quarter or so, it is more useful to
view it as the relative price of national monies. However, in applying
the PPP theory on an-annual basis in the course of estimation, it is
found that one has only eight years of observation for each rate.
Therefore it is difficult to meaningfully test the performance of
individual rates with respect to their sensitivity to differential
inflation. In view of the above, quarterly figures are used. In order
to compare the results based on the monetary models with those derived
from the PPP relationship, quarterly figures, instead of monthly figures,
are also used in the estimation of the monetary models. In addition, as
most countries do not publish monthly national income accounts, the
availability of the GNP or GDP only on a quarterly basis precludes the
use of monthly figures in our estimation.
In the following sections 5.2 and 5.3, an account of the estimated
regression results of the PPP model and the monetary model is given
respectively, together with a discussion of the measure of the explanatory
variables used in the respective models.
5.2 Estimation of the PPP Model
5.2.1 Measure of the Explanatory Variable
The only explanatory variable used in the estimation of the PPP
model is the price variable.
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As regards the choice between price indices, all of the following
have been proposed:
export price index (XPI)
wholesale price index (WPI)
unit factor cost (UFC)
unit labour cost (ULC)
deflator for gross domestic product (PGDP) and
consumer price index (CPI)
and all raise theoretical problems. As Keynes (1930) pointed out, a PPP
calculated from the prices of goods2 in international trade is probably
close to a truism. Export prices in domestic currency are likely to
adjust fully to changes in exchange rates, in perfectly competitive
markets at least, but the squeeze on profits that results in the appreciating
country may lead to a movement of production out of the exporting and
import-competing sectors, and vice versa in the depreciating country.
Thus, although PPP may be observed, it does not always correspond to a
stable equilibrium relationship. Furthermore, a small change in the
exchange rate is likely to widen or restrict the group of goods in
international trade, thus making the conventionally calculated XPI
a less relevant measure. 6VPI is rather heavily weighted with internationally
traded goods, and therefore suffers from the same problems as XPI, but
to a lesser extent.
In contrast, costs are less subject to adjustment to exchange rate
changes, and exclude the volatile element of profits. To that extent,
they may capture the underlying trend of the price level better than XPI
2In Keynes' calculation, the costs of transport and distribution
were neglected for simplicity.
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and IVPI. The UFC measure includes interest and rent, as well as wages
corrected for change in productivity. Since the first two elements are
small and hard to measure, some, e.g. I-louthakker (1962), have preferred
to use ULC.
It is possible to demonstrate that Officer (1976), on certain
assumptions, absolute UFC parity is equal to an absolute price parity,
where the price levels are production-weighted averages of commodity
prices, that is, gross domestic price levels. An alternative is to
use consumer price indices, which are consumption-weighted averages of
prices. Both are linked to traded goods prices directly, but also
take some account of the income adjustments which follow trade
disequilibrium.
Given that there are different theoretical reasons for preferring
different measures, the choice of price index is therefore largely a
question of how the PPP relationship have been used. In this study,
PPP relationship is viewed as a macroeconomic concept, and as such, it
should be measured by a relatively broadly based index. Following the
recent literature on exchange rate determination which emphasizes price
expectations rather than cost competitiveness as sources of fluctuations
of exchange rate, we work exclusively with consumer price indices in the
empirical investigation reported on below despite their recognized short-
comings from the point of view of'international comparability (see
Vannereau 1975).
In the estimation of the effective exchange rate of the Hong Kong
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dollar, the weighted average of the consumer price indices in United States,
United Kingdom and West Germany is used. The weights are based on those
attached to selected currencies in the calculation of the effective
exchange rate. All consumer price indices are converted to 1973= 100.
5.2.2 Estimated Regression Results
Following Frenkel (1976), the following form of the PPP relationship
is used in the analysis of the quarterly exchange rate movements of the
Hong Kong dollar:
(5.1)
where S. is the spot price of foreign currency in terms of home currency
P. Pf are the price levels in the home and foreign countries
a is the constant term
b is the parameter and
ut is a random error term representing other factors that might
cause exchange rate change.
At a minimum, the PPP theory predicts'that (P/Pf) is a significant
variable, and that b is positive for the bilateral rates (negative for
the effective exchange rate). This means that, for example, when
foreign inflation exceeds that of Hong Kong, appreciation of the
relevant Hong Kong-to-foreign bilateral exchange rate and of the
effective rate will occur, tending to maintain equality between the
purchasing power of the two currencies.
Table 5.1 gives the OLS estimation results for our basic equation
(5.1). As may be seen, with the exception of HK dollar/Pound exchange
rate, the results seem to be quite satisfactory. Price level movement
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explains almost 24 percent, 45 percent and 66 percent of the variation
of the dependent variable in the case of HK dollar Effective Exchange
Rate, HK Dollar/DN1 exchange rate and HK dollar/US dollar exchange rate
respectively. With a two-tailed test, the t-ratios show that the
explanatory variable (P/Pf) is highly significant at the 1 percent level
with the expected sign. The association between the variables as
indicated by the F value is also significant at the 1 percent level.
However, the OLS estimation result is of doubtful value, since the
Durbin-Watson statistics indicates the presence of serial correlation in
all equations which should bias the standard error of the estimated
coefficients towards zero. This means that the explanatory variable
(P/Pf) may not be as significant as the OLS estimation results show.
TABLE 5.1
PURCHASING POWER PARITIES: OLS ESTIMATESa
QUARTERLY DATA 19741V- 1982111
Dependent
constant R2in (P/.Pf) F D.W.Variable lnSt
HK dollar/Pound 2.366 0.091 0.0053 0.1601 0.1245
(20.625) (0.4003)
HK dollar/US dollar 1.897 1.863 0.6594 S8.0916 0.3283
(50.842) (7.622)
HK dollar/DM 0.812 0.724 0.4476 24.3000 0.1447
(42.310) (4.930)
HK dollar Effective -0.9224.378 0.2387 9.4052 0.0870
Rate (63.047) (-3.067)
Notes: a t-statistics of regression coefficients appear in parentheses under
the coefficient estimates R2 is the coefficient of determination F is the
F-ratio, which is used to test the significance of the coefficient of
determination and D.W. is the Durbin-Watson test, which detects the
existence of serial correlation.
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Under the assumption of first-order serial correlation, the equations
that appear in Table 5.1 are re-estimated using Cochrane-Orcutt two-stage
procedure.3 The results are reported in Table 5.2.
TABLE 5.2
PURCHASING POWER PARITIES: COCHRANE-ORCUTT TWO STAGE PROCEDUREa
QUARTERLY DATA 19741V- 1982111
Dependent
constant ln(P/Pf) 2 F eVariable lnSt
HK dollar/Pound 2.284 0.161 0.0520 1.65 0.319
(111.41) (0.346)
HK dollar/US dollar 1.806 1.413 0.5090 31.10 0.161
(192.35) (3.807)
HK dollar/DM 0.871 0.139 0.1.757 6.39 0.272
(103.37) (0.369)
-0.299HK dollar Effective 4.036 20.090.4011 0.279
Rate (830.80) (-0.9555)
Notes: a see notes in Table S.I. The column labelled Q gives the final
value of the autocorrelation coefficient.
From Table 5.2, it can be observed that the coefficients on the price
ratios have an expected sign for all the equations. However, they fail to
be significant except in the equation pertaining to the HK dollar/US dollar
exchange rate. In the HK dollar/US dollar regression, price level movement
explains more than 50 percent of the variation of the dependent variable
the F value is also significant at the 1 percent level and the final value
of the autocorrelation coefficient at 0.161 indicates that the substantial
serial correlation is now largely corrected.
3For a description of the procedure, see Kmenta (1970), pp.207-289
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Before we can take the results in Table 5.2 seriously, we have to
consider the bias of the parameters that might arise in the estimation.
Part of these biases may be clue to intercountry differences in consumer
price index construction4, and part of these may be due to the simplication
of the models. To illustrate the latter5, suppose that the domestic and
the foreign aggregate price levels are a linear homogeneous (Cobb-Douglas)
function of the prices of non-traded goods, PN, and of traded goods, PT,
like in equations (5.2) to (5.3):
(5.2)
(5.3)
where and denote domestic and foreign expenditure shares on non-traded
goods. From (5.2) to (5.3) the ratio of the prices of traded goods can be
written as:
(5.4)
.Equation (5.4) links the relative price of traded goods to the ratio
of the price levels through terms which summarize the internal price
structures in the two economies. Suppose now that the formulation of
purchasing power parities in Equation (5.1) applies only to traded goods,
so that St equals (PT/PT*) plus an error term (ut). Using equation (5.4)
and adding a constant term a yields:
(5.5)
(5.6)
4 Genberg (1978), p.265
5 Frenkel (1981), pp.152-153
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A comparision of Equation (5.6) with (5.1) reveals that when the
internal relative price structure remain stable, its neglect would not
affect the relationship between the exchange rate and the ratio of
aggregate price indices and its only influence would be confined to
the estimate of the constant term. If, however, relative price
structures do vary, then it is crucial to incorporate them explicitly
into the PPP equations, and their omission introduces a specification
bias.
An examination of the coefficients of the explanatory variable (P/Pf)
in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 reveals that they change a great deal. This piece
of evidence suggests that the serially correlated errors are actually a
result of misspecification- omitted variables which are correlated with
price level movements.6 The 1970's witnessed great disturbances in the
world economy and large volume of real shocks like the oil embargo, supply
shocks, commodity booms and bust and differential productivity growth.
Thus it is very likely that the relative price structure did vary a lot.7
Due to the insufficiency of data, it is difficult to measure the changes
in internal relative prices in Hong Kong. Consequently, a quantitative
comparison of the relative price variation in Hong Kong with that in the
United States, United Kingdom and West Germany becomes impossible.
However, in order to capture the shifts in real exchange rates in
response to the real shocks, a trend term (T) is included, and
equation (5.7) is estimated:
6 The use of the change in estimated parameters when Generalized Least
Squares is applied to test for misspecification has been proposed by
Hausman (1977).
1Frenkel (1981), p.153 demonstrates that the internal relative prices,
as measured by the relationship between the cost of living and wholesale
price indices, have changed somewhat in Germany and have changed dramatically
in France.
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where a is the constant term,
b is the parameter and
ut is the random error term.
Equation (5.7) intends to show the force of real factors which keep price
levels from deviating from the paths dictated by purchasing power parity.
The estimated regression results are reported in Table 5.3.
TABLE 5.3
ESTIMATES OF COEFFICIENTS ON TIME TREND a
QUARTERLY DATA 19741V - 1982III
Dependent Variable
constant R2 Ftime trend (T)ln(S.Pf/P)
-0.236HK dollar/Pound 0.051 0.4940 29.29 0.269
(-7.023) (2.8612)
HK dollar/US dollar 0.480 0.035 0.5298 33.80 0.034
(4. 2531)(28.647)
HK dollar/DM 122.050.317 0.0281 0.8027 0.317
(3.790)(15.053)
-0.002HK dollar Effective 4.258 0.2318 9.052 0.290
Rate (-4.4978)(311.33)
Notes: a The Cochran-Orcutt two stage procedure was emnloved to account for
first order serial correlation in the residuals. The column labelled
gives the final value of the autocorrelation coefficient.
The results are not spectacular as far as the explanatory power of
the equation is concerned, but they do suggest that there exists indeed
a shift in real exchange rates over time. With a two-tailed test, the
(5.7)ln(s.p f) = a + bT + bT + u t
p
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t-ratios show that the estimates of coefficients on time trend is highly
significant at the 1 percent level.
Given that the signs of the estimates of coefficients on time trend
are positive in the case of the bilateral rates, and negative in the case
of the effective exchange rate, there exists a real depreciation of
the Hong Kong dollar during the period under study. This may possibly be
due to the widening trade imbalance which induces a downward shift in
the real exchange rate of the Hong Kong dollar. Indeed, the visible
and invisible trade balance has turned fromu surplus of HK$711 million
in 1974 to a deficit of HK$8,353 million in 1981.
The North Sea oil effect is another case in point in explaining the
real depreciation of the Hong Kong dollar against the pound sterling. With
the discovery and exploitation of North Sea oil, United Kingdom becomes
nearly self sufficient in oil consumption towards the end of this estimation
period. Such a discovery is analogous to an increase in net exports, and
the restoration of equilibrium in trade account in the long run requires a
real appreciation to equilibriate the goods markets. The real appreciation
of the pound sterling, means, in other words, a real depreciation of the
Hong Kong dollar.
To take into account the slow adjustment of nominal exchange rates
to price level movements, we assume a partial adjustment process by which
the change in the exchange rate is proportional to the ratio of the
equilibrium value to the actual exchange rate:
(5.8)
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where denotes S the equilibrium exchange rate, and
denotes the partial adjustment coefficient.
Substituting for lnS in equation (5.8) into equation (5.1), and solving for
1nS yields
(5.9)f -1
Further, with the inclusion of the time trend (T) to capture the shift in
real exchange rates, the following equation is used in the estimation:
(5 .10)
The regression results are reported in Table 5.4.
As may be seen, the R2 statistics shows considerable improvement.
Thus, for the period under investigation, the lagged dependent variable and
the trend term appears to be important as additional explanatory variables
for exchange rate movements in Hong Kong. However, the coefficients of the
price level movements in the Hong Kong dollar/Pound, Hong Kong dollar/
DM1 and the Hong Kong dollar Effective Rate remained either insignificant
or has an unexpected sign. In the case of HK dollar/US dollar, the standard
error of the explanatory variable (P/Pf) also blows up with the inclusion
of the lagged dependent variable and the time trend. The explanatory
variable (P/Pf), once significant at the 1 percent level, becomes
insignificant even at 20 percent level. In this formulation, only the
lagged adjustment term appears significant.
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TABLE 5.4
PURCHASING POWER PARITY WITH LAGGED DEPENDENT VARIABLE AND
TIME TREND INCLUDED: QUARTERLY DATA 19741V- 1982III
Dependent Variable constant ln(P/Pf) InSt-1 T R2 F D.W.
-0.217 -0.0004HK dollar/Pound 0.021 0.945 0.894 75.86 1.57
(-O. 194)(0.089) (-1.215) (11.396)
HK dollar/US dollar 0.420 0.343 0.758 0.0017 0.918 100.29 1.68
(1.452) (1.213) (4.728)(2.463)
-0.006 -0.419HK dollar/DM 0.914 0 .0060 0.941 142.32 1.82
(-0.105) (-2.650) (11.933) (2.389)
-0.0014HK dollar Effective 0.389 0.193 0.929 0.955 191.71 1.64
Rate (0.891) (1.910) (9.867)
Notes: aSee notes in fable 5.1. In the case of distributed lag estimates,
the D.W. statistics is no longer useful in detecting serial correlation, as
it will often be close to 2 even when errors are serially correlated. Instead
the h statistics should be used. However, the sample size is too small here
for the application of h statistics. See Durbin (1970) for a discussion.
In the attempt to test the extent to which various exchange rates
have changed to offset differential inflation and of the extent to which
variation in relative inflation rates may statistically explain exchange
rate variation, the relative version of the PPP model is employed, and
the following equation (5.11) is estimated; with results given in Table 5.5.
(5.11)
where △ is the first difference operator,
a is the constant term,
b is the parameter and
ut is the random error term.







RELATIVE PURCHASING POWER PARITYa: QUARTERLY DATA 19741V- 1982III
Dependent Variable constant R2 F D.W.In (P/Pf)
InSt
-0.0006HK Dollar/Pound 0.2755 0.0178 0.525 1.423
(-0.0594) (0.7249)
HK dollar/US dollar 0.0051 0.7093 0.0952 3.053 1.813
(1.1513) (1.7472)
-0.0438HK dollar/DM 0.0066 0.0002 0.006 1.486
(0.7059) (-0.0764)
-0.0055 -0.1683HK dollar Effective 0.0092 0.268 1.443
Rate (-1.2679) (-0.5181)
Notes: asee notes in Table 5.1
From the estimated regression results in Table 5.5, it can be seen
that all the equations fit quite poorly. The R2-statistic ranges from a
mere 0-.0002 in the HK effective rate regression to 0.0952 in the HK dollar/
US dollar exchange rate regression. Moreover, as none of the coefficient
of the explanatory variable 6 ln(P/P f) is found to be significant, qualitative
predictions about the direction of change of exchange rates based on differential
inflation cannot even be made.
It has been argued that in the short run, distributions in income
levels, capital flows and seasonal factors have a significant effect on
exchange rates and thus weaken the fit of exchange rates on price level
movements. Thus a longer period of time is required for forces of
adjustment to produce a close relationship between exchange rates and
price levels.8 However, even due allowance is made for the distributed
8Hodgson and Phelps (1975), p.59
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impact of price level variation on exchange rate, the results show no
considerable improvement in the goodness of fit. Again, the coefficient
of independent variable and of the lagged independent variables remained
insignificant. This is shown in Table 5.6, which reports the distributed-lag
specification of the relationship between differential inflation and the
change in exchange rates given by,
(5.12)
where A is the first difference operator,
a is the constant term,
b, c and d are the parameters and
ut is the random error term.
TABLE 5, 6
RELATIVE PURCHASING POWER PARITY WITH DISTRIBUTED LAG SPECIFICATION
QUARTERLY DATA 19741V- 1982111
Dependent Variable constant
D.W.
HK dollar/Pound 0.0047 0.1181 0.6229 0.0712 0.1062 0.991 1.39
(0.4425) (0.1911) (1.2056) (0.1443)
HK dollar/US dollar 0.0043 1.1866 0.0208 -0.5878 0.1341 1.291 1.75
(0.8916) (1.8794) (0.0353) (-0.9183)
HK dollar/DM 0.0003 0.4900 1.0926 -1.3400 0.1234 1.173 1.28
(0.0220) (0.5687) (1.3725) (-1.7055)
HK dollar Effective
Rate
-0.0037 -0.5201 -0.2857 0.5746 0.0700 0.628 1.41
(-0.7601) (-0.9390) (-0.6033) (1.1591)
Notes: asee notes in Table 5.1
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The unsatisfactory performance of the various variants of PPP is
augmented by the fact that in most cases, the estimates do not remain
stable over the sample period. Tables 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 contain
the OLS estimates of Equations (5. 1), (5.10), (S.11) and (5.12) for
period up to 1979.111 instead of 1982111. The comparison of these
estimates with those in Tables 5.1, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 illustrates the
extent of the instability.
TABLE 5, 7
PURCHASING POWER PARITIES: OLS ESTIMATES
QUARTERLY DATA 19741V- 1979111
Dependent
constant R2 F D.W.In (P/P f)
Variable 1nS t
HK dollar/Pound 2.533 0.576 0.2592 6.6473 0.2093
(23.99) (2.578)
HK dollar/US dollar 1.6616 0.5170 0.0902 1.8821- 0.3611
(26.958) (1.3722)
HK dollar/DM 0.9040 2.7515 0.8914 155.9400 0.8434
(12- .487)(65.73)
HK dollar Effective 4.683 0.1798 0.0074 0.1408 0.1037
Rate (38.836) (0.3752)
Notes: aSee notes in Table 5.1
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TABLE 5.8
PURCHASING POWER PARITY WITH LAGGED DEPENDENT VARIABLE AND




T F D.WVariable lnSt
HK dollar/Pound. 0.9525 0.9270 0.6851 0.0169 0.8956 45.7626 1.9276
(1.9179) (1.8834) (4.3758) (2.4399)
-0.2050HK dollar/US 0.1544 0.8807 00002 0.6984 12.3503 1.3754
dollar (0.4641) (-0.3107)) (5.1313) (C ).0093)
HK dollar/DM 0.1883 0.4156 0.7351 0.0045 0.9504 102.10 1.9211
(0.9890) (0.6882)(, .3.4213) (1 .7969)
-0.0002HK dollar 0.0710 0.3247 1.0015 0.9266 67.3155 1.4695
Effective Rate (0.0802) (0.6849) (4.8769) (-0.0628)
Notes: a see notes in Table 5.4
TABLE 5.9
RELATIVE PURCHASING POWER PARITY a
QUARTERLY DATA 1974IV - 1979111
Dependent
constant R2 F D.W.ln (P/P f)
Variable lnSt
HK dollar/Pound 0.0078 0.5864 0.0572 1.0916 1.5717
(0 .4827) (1.0448)
HK dollar/US 0.0015 0.4255 0.0208 0.383 1.3613
dollar (0.3029) (0.6189)
0.0739HK dollar/DM 0.0123 0.8081 1.437 2.0429
(1.1987)(1.3412)
-0.0095 0.0874HK dollar -0.6283 1.7247 1.3553
-1.6215)Effective Rate -1.3133)
Notes: asee notes in Table 5.1
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TABLE 5.10
RELATIVE PURCHASING POWER PARITY WITH DISTRIBUTED-LAG SPECIFICATIONa
QUARTERLY DATA: 19741V- 1979111
Dependent
Variable 1nSt
constant R2 F D.W.
HK dollar/Pound 0.03010 0.5736 0.8534 0.4710 0.3112 2.1084 1.8571
(1.6185) (0.5864) (1.1526) (0.7000)
HK dollar/US dollar -0.0024 1.0166
-0.0737 -1.3154 0.2164 1.2888 1.3439
(-0.444) (1.3489) (-0.1072) (-1.7952)
HK dollar/DM 0.0032 0.4411 1.5177 -0.1369 0.2610 1.6482 1.6034
(0.2860) (0.4149) (1.5112) (-0.1240)
HK dollar Effective
-0.0081 -1.1324
-0.4432 0.5208 0.2025 1.1846 1.2911
Rate (-1.1933) (-1.4281) (-0.6912) (0.7773)
Notes: a see notes in Table 5.1
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5 .2.3 Summary
So far our results have shown that in the simple version of the PPP
model, the coefficients on the price ratios have an expected sign for all
the equations, and with the exception of the HK dollar/Pound exchange rate,
the coefficients are all statistically significant. However, these results
revealed clear evidence of serial correlation. Once Cochrane Orcutt two
stage procedure rather than ordinary least squares techniques is used,
the coefficients on the price ratios fail to be significant except in
the equation pertaining to the HK dollar/US dollar exchange rate. Nevertheless,
they have an expected sign for all the equations. Further tests of the
variant versions of the PPP model (for instance, with the lagged dependent
variable and with distributed lag specifications) leaves us with
unsatisfactory results. Also, it is found that there exists a real
depreciation of the Hong Kong dollar during the period under study. Thus
we may conclude that at best in the short run, the PPP model only
provides a rough indication on the trend movement of the Hong Kong dollar
exchange rate.
The inferiority of the purchasing power parity relationship in
explaining the quarterly variation of the Hong Kong dollar exchange rates
may be due to a number of reasons. One reason is that exchange rates and
indices of goods prices are determined in different kinds of markets.
Whereas, in terms of the Hicksian distinction9, exchange rates are
determined in 'flexprice' markets,'the prices of.most goods and services,
apart from primary commodities, are set in 'fixprice' markets. In the
latter, demand exerts a weaker influence in the short run and expectations
9Hicks (1974), pp.23-25
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play a much minor role.
Another reason may be that given moderate differences in inflation rates,
the structural change which alters internal relative prices or leads to
modifications in the output mix in the export and import competing sectors
seems to be a more important factor. In point of fact, the exchange rate
when expressed in real terms using foreign and domestic prices, have shown
significant swings and secular trends. This is illustrated in Figures 5.1
to 5.4 below. As can be seen, in all of the four cases, both the nominal
and real exchange rates move in step with each other. This implies that
short run variation in exchange rates do not get offset by movements
in relative price levels.
Our findings that short run exchange rate fluctuations appear to
be insignificantly-related to relative price movements are not without
support from past empirical studies. For example, in his influential
1981_work, Frenkel found that in the 1970s, short run changes in
exchange rates have not been closely linked to short run differentials in
the corresponding national inflation rates as measured by consumer
price indices. Furthermore, this loose link seems to be cummulative.1110
This weak correlation led Frenkel to conclude that the experience of the
1970s does not support the predictions of the purchasing power parity
doctrine which relates the values of current measured prices to current
exchange rates.11
As a final note of caution, our results do not preclude the possibility
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period is lengthened. Though semi-annual, annual and bi-annual figures have
not been tested for the Hong Kong dollar exchange rate, nevertheless, in
King's 12 pooled cross-country and time series study (19 trading partners
of the United States over the period 197311- 197511), he found that the
coefficient of determination increases sharply as annual or biannual
changes are used instead of quarterly or semi-annual. Indeed, it is only
for the former two time periods that the slope coefficient is significantly
different from zero at the 95 percent level.
5.3 Estimation of the Monetary Model
The results of the PPP formulation in the preceding section suggests
that due to the large volume of real shocks and price rigidities, exchange
rates do not move in full conformity with the ratio of national price levels
within the Hong Kong context. However, it is found that when the domestic
and foreign price levels are expressed in terms of the same currency, they
do move in conformity with each other. Table 5.11 reports the estimation
of the following equation for HK/UK, HK/US, HK/West Germany and HK/3
trading partners during the period 1974IV- 1982III
(5.13)
where a is the constant term,
b is the parameter and
ut is the random error term




DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PRICE LEVELS: COCIIRANE-ORCUTT TWO-STAGE-PROCEDURE
QUARTERLY DATA 1974IV- 1982III
Dependent
constant R2 F eIn (SP f) tVariable lnPt
2.401 0.3375 0.5239HK/UK 31.9 0.319
(34.84) (4.3030)
0.527 0.2820 1971.011K/US 0.9855 0.88
(1.5545)(4.18)
-1.952 20.860.7902 0.4184 0.25HK/West Germany
(-27.01) (23.60)
-0.285 0.3820 15.39 0.850.5356HK/3 trading
(2.4511)(-1.2041)partners
Note: asee notes in Table 5.2
As may be seen, all the coefficients are significant. The t-ratios
show that in the case of HK/UK, HK/West Germany and HK/3 trading partners,
the explanatory variable ln(SPf) is highly significant at the 5 percent
level Y while in the case of UK/US, it is significant at the 10 percent
level. This implies that changes in relative prices may be less important
in determining the trends of national price levels when expressed in common
currency units. In fact, the latter is largely determined by monetary
conditions.
The results in Table 5.11 partly justify our use of the monetary model
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in explaining the Hong Kong dollar exchange rate movements. Though most
versions of the monetary approach assume strict purchasing power parity,
they do not typically trace the influence of exchange rate through
conventional price indices. It suffices so long as the domestic price
level strongly links with the foreign price level through the purchasing
power parity condition.
Before proceeding to the estimation of the monetary model, a discussion
of the measure of the relevant explanatory variables, viz real income,
money supply and interest rate, are in order.
5.3.1 The Real Income Variable
In the brief sketch of the monetary approach, the exchange rate is
the relative price of different national monies, and is determined primarily
by the demands and supplies of stocks of different national monies. However,
real variables are also important. The most important real variable affecting
the exchange rate is the level of real income. As pointed out earlier,
countries which enjoy rapid growth of real income will also experience
rapid growth in the demand for money. Unless the domestic credit component
of the money supply expands more rapidly than the demand for money, high
growth countries should experience appreciating exchange rates.
The real income variable is proxied by the real gross national
product (GNP), and in the case of Hong Kong, by the real gross domestic
product (GDP). As Hong Kong Government does not publish quarterly




Let Yt-1' Yt and Yt+1 be three annual observations of the same scrics.
The quarterly observations Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 are obtained by the relatonship.
Q1 = (0.375Yt-1 +0.625Yt)/4
Q2 = (0.125Yt-1 +0.875Yt)/4
Q3 = (0.125Yt+1 +0.875Yt)/4
Q4 = (0.375Yt+1 +0.625Yt)/4
The real income level for all countries concerned are converted to
indices based on 1974 Q4 = 100. As regards the estimation of the effective
exchange rate of the Hong Kong dollar, the weighted average of the real
income indices in United States, United Kingdom and West Germany-is used.
The weights are based on those-attached to selected currencies in the
calculation of the effective exchange rate.
5.3.2 The Money Supply Variable
Current data on the money supplies are-readily available on a
quarterly basis. Two measures of money were used for each country
narrow money (M1. for each) and broad money (M3 for United Kingdom, Hong
Kong and M2 for others). Proponents of the monetary approach are often
rather vague about what measure of money is appropriate, and this was
one reason for testing both. In fact, modern theories of money demand
13This procedure depicted below is only one of several ways in which
13
missing observations can be replaced through the interpolation of the
independent variable. In fact, there are numerous methods of linear
interpolation from which to choose. For example, the missing observations
can be obtained by regressing the known values of the independent variable
on time and by replacing the missing observations by the fitted values
of the regression. For a discussion, see Glasser (1964), pp.834-844.
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fall into two broad classes- transactions theories and asset or portfolio
theories. The first emphasized money's role as a medium of exchange,14
while the second construed the demand for money more broadly as part of a
problem of allocating wealth among a portfolio of assets which included
money. is Differences between these two sets of theories are taken to resolve
themselves into the empirical issue: Should money be narrowly defined to
include only actual means of payments, as the transactions theory implied,
or should it be broadened to include liquid substitutes like savings
deposits, which the more general asset theories did not rule out a
priori. In view of the above, testing both measures appears to be
justified.
The money supply figures for all countries are converted to indices
based on 1974= 100. The weighted average of money supply indices in
United States, United Kingdom and West Germany is used in the case of
estimating the effective exchange rate. The weights are based on those
attached to selected currencies in the calculation of the effective
exchange rate. As regards the money supply series for Hong Kong,
certain adjustments have been made. First, given that deposits at 7
days' notice were no longer included in the N11 series after 1976,
the pre-1976 series for M1 and N12 are respectively inflated and deflated
to certain extent, as no clear distinctions on the 7 days' deposits
figures can be made, the pre-1976 series are adjusted proportionally.
Second, because no N13 series are published prior to 1979, the M2 series
are used instead. This does not raise any theoretical problems, as the
14It was epitomized in the inventory theoretic models of Baumol
(1952) and Tobin (1956), and in the later uncertainty version of Miller
and Orr (1966), (1968).
15See, for example, Friedman (1956), and Tobin (1958)
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definition of the old N12 series and that of the new M3 series appears to
be much the same.
5.3.3 The Interest Rate Variable
The choice of monetary aggregates, in turn, dictates the choice of
interest rate. Typically, when Ml is chosen, it is reasonable enough to
use some representative short-term interest rate to measure the cost of
holding money. Even if this does not measure the true opportunity cost,
it is likely to move in step with it. The choice of a broader monetary
aggregate suggests that yields on longer term financial assets or even
on equities and real capital, should be included. In particular, if
assets are not perfect substitutes, more than one of the interest rates
on alternative assets will enter the demand function for money. In the present
study, day-to-day money market rate and 3-month money market rate taken,
corresponding to the use of Ml and M2 or M3 as monetary aggregate measure.
The use of money market rates rather than prime rates, minimum
lending rates or deposits rates may call for an explanation. The
authorities' stance on interest rates is of course reflected in discrete
changes in prime rates. However, the instantaneous effect of the money
market operations is encapsulated in movements in the interbank money
rate, which may therefore be argued to provide a superior indicator. In
the case of Hong Kong, the Government can exert an influence on the appropriate
level of interest rates by consultation with the Hong Kong Association
of Bankers on the maximum level of deposit rates set under the Association's
interest rule. This, in turn, dictates the best lending rates set by
major banks. However, in response to the growing volume of lending priced
on the Hong Kong interbank-offered-rate (HIBOR) basis (with HIBOR often
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below best lending rate), an increasing volume of loans is being granted
to financially aware borrowers at rates which undercut the interest rate
policy. The Government therefore has introduced an experimental scheme
to influence the level of money market interest rates in November 1981.
By bidding for deposits in the money market through the Exchange Fund's
major bankers and lending out the deposits it has taken at a different
time and for a different period, the Government can exert pressure on
money market rates in -a direction deemed to be suitable for the economy.16
As such, money market rate seems to be a more appropriate indicator than
the deposit rate or the best lending rate.
Again, the weighted average of the money market rates in United States,
United Kingdom and West Germany in used in the estimation of the effective
exchange rate. The weights are based on those attached to selected
currencies in the calculation of the effective exchange rate.
5.3.4 Estimated Regression Results
Following the basic formulation of the monetary model as described
in Section 3.4 of Chapter 3, the following equation is estimated:
(5.14)
where a is the constant term,
b, c and d are parameters, and
is the random error term.
The model establishes that the exchange rate is affected by the
relative changes in money supply, interest rate and real income. An
16Bremridge (1982)
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increase in the money supply at home leads to an ecquiproportional depreciation
of the domestic currency. Relatively higher domestic interest rates will
also bring about an exchange depreciation. In contrast, an increase in
domestic real income will induce an offsetting exchange appreciation.
Thus, at a minimum, the monetary model predicts that b >0, c <0,
and d > 0 for the bilateral rate and that b<0, c > 0 and d <0 for the
effective exchange rate.
As discussed in Section 5.3.2 of this Chapter, proponents of the
monetary approach are often rather vague about what measure of money
is appropriate, thus both measures are used. Corresponding to the use
of the narrow and broad definition of monetary aggregates, day-to-day
money market rates and 3-month money market rates are taken respectively.
Tables 5.12 and 5.13 reports the OLS estimates for the Equation (5.14),
using respectively the narrow definition and the broad definition.
A preliminary investigation of Tables 5.12 and 5.13 suggests that
the broad definitions are more suitable in the exchange rate equation
than the narrower Ml definition is. This may possibly be due to the
fact that given the relatively high level of interest rates since 1979
there is a fundamental change in the portfolio management, at least in
the manipulation of the current and savings accounts. As deposits in
current accounts do not bear any interest, there is a tendency for the
17Since 1979, Hong Kong's prime rate has stood at or above ten percent
per annum.
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deposits in current accounts to shift to savings accounts. Consequently,
the Ml definition of money supply is distorted in the context of the
present empirical analysis. 18
Another reason may be that, in the case of Hong Kong, financial
instruments, such as Certificates of Deposits, proliferate in recent years 19
and this should affect the external value of the Hong Kong dollar via
the money supply variable. However, they are not counted in the M1 definition
of money supply.
In the following paragraphs, discussions of the regression results are
t'lus confined to those in Table 5.13 only.
T13LE 5.12
THE MONETARY MODELa: QUARTERLY DATA 19741V-- 198211
(NARROW DEFINITION OF MONEY SUPPLY)
Dependent
constant ln ln( R2 D.W.F(i-if)Variable lnSt
-0.7205HK dollar/Pound 2.4318 1.0183 0.0141 0.365 S.165 0.34
(29.888) (3.1945) (-2.4868) (2.0183)
-0.4352HK dollar/US 1.5446 1.0579 ).0006 0.659 17.396 0.59
(5. 2446) ).1148)dollar (78.66) (-3.919)
-1.1621 1.08HK dollar/DM 0.7736 0.9717 0.0198 0.848 50.289
-3.933)(28.56) (5.5402) (4.405)
-0.3450
-0.0119 0.8124 38.9620.0986 0.51HK dollar Effective 4.679
r186. 6)Rate (0.483) (-2.3602)(-2.562)
Notes: asee notes in Table 5.1
18Similar argument has been put forward by Judd and Scadding (1982),
pp.993-1023
1,Certiticates of Deposits issued by banKs and lilt's nas grown irom







THE MONETARY MODELa: Qt1ARTERLY DATA 19741V- 198211
(BROAD DEFINITION OF MONEY SUPPLY)
Dependent
constant In In R2 F D.W.(i-if)Variable lnSt
-1.9443HK dollar/Pound 2.4672 1.7026 0.009 0 .6025 13.64 1.09 7
(S .581)(37.362) (-5.181.2 (1.3687)
-1.2929HK dollar/US 1.602 0.6558 0.0102 0.8254 42.555 1.304
dollar (108.44) (7.3257) (-5.9652) (2.6314)
-0.0880HK dollar/DM 0.661 0.5805 0.0204 0.6988 20.882 0.54
(16.194) (-0.629) (1.615) (2.7478
-0.3200 -0.01724.647HK dollar 0.294 0.8336 45.096 0.81
-3.1947)Effective Rate (175.04) (-2.S32) (1.121)(
Notes: asee notes in Table 5.1
In the case of HK dollar/Pound and HK dollar/US dollar regression
results, the F-statistics indicate significance at 1 percent level. The
Res are high, 0.6025 to 0.8254. The regression coefficients of all the
explanatory variables are highly significant at 1 percent level (except
the interest rate differential variable in the HK dollar/Pound regression,
which is significant at 10 percent level) and acquires an expected sign.
The D-W statistics, at 1.097 and 1.304 respectively, leaves us with
inconclusive results in the test of the possible presence of serial
correlation. At a minimum, the results tend to support the general
monetary approach in explaining the HK dollar/Pound and the HK dollar/
US dollar bilateral exchange rate movements. However, the estimated






different from the expected value of unity. One factor which can explain
the divergence between the expected theoretical value and the actual
estimated value of the monetary influence is market expectations. Market
participants may view current nominal money growth as a precursor of
future growth in the nominal money supply. These expectations could
affect the exchange rate. For example, when market participants observe
the steady deceleration in the United States' nominal money growth, they
might reasonably expect that pattern to continue and thus, would forecast
a lower long-run equilibrium price and lower exchange value of the Hong
Kong dollar to the US dollar than is implicit in the actual trend of
nominal money growth. These expectational influences could bias the
coefficient values either above or below one- above one if the market
extrapolated current monetary developments, and below one if the market
expected the monetary authorities to revert to some trend value in the
face of an observed deviation in money. 20
The interest rate elasticities are 0.00018 and 0.000204 in the
HK dollar/Pound and HK dollar/US dollar regression if the interest rate
differential were two percent.21 This may indicate that the change in
exchange rate expectations, and hence the exchange rate is not highly
20 To the extent that expectations have been important in affecting
coefficient values, these values may remain unstable over long periods
of time. Indeed, if all monetary authorities followed constant money-
growth rules, this expectation factor would no longer influence market
participants and the coefficient values would move toward unity.
The interest rate elasticities are particularly low when compared
with the 0.15 (with interest rate differential set at 10 percent) that
reported by Bilson (1978) p.60 in the study of the DM/Pound exchange rate
during the period April 1970- May 1977.
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responsive to a change in interest rate differential.
The real income elasticities, however, are found to be high. At
-1.9443 and -1.2929 respectively in the HK dollar/Pound and HK dollar/
US dollar regression, the results indicate that exchange rate movements are
highly responsive to a change in relative income growth.
In the case of the HK/DM and the HK effective exchange rate regression,
the results are less promising. Though the R2s are still high (0.6998 and
0.8336 respectively), the coefficients of ln(NI/Mf) in the HK/DM regression
and of ln(Y/Yf) in the HK effective exchange rate regression appear to be
insignificant. Moreover, coefficients of ln(M/Mf) and ln(Y/Yf) in the HK/
DN1 regression yields an unexpected sign. The DW statistics also indicates
the presence of serial correlation in both the equations, which should bias
the standard errors of the estimated coefficients towards zero.
In order to take into account the possible lagged adjustment in
the demand for money, the partial adjustment process to the desired
money stocks is assumed. Following the formulation as in Equation
(3.12) of Chapter III, the following equation (5.15) is estimated, with
results reported in Table 5.14.
where a is the constant term,
b, c, d and e are parameters, and
ut is the random error term.
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TABLE 5.14
THE MONETARY MODEL WITH LAGGED ADJUSTMENT IN THE DEMAND FOR MONEYa



















HK dollar/Pound 2.461 1.497 -1.9270 0.0081 0.2087
0.592 9.068 1.03
(29.52) (2.69) (-4.368) (1.113) (0.407)
HK dollar/US 1.621 0.2099 -1.476 0.0105 0.5411 0.8869 48.99
1.39
dollar (109.88) (1.458) (-7.51) (3.136) (3.694)
HK dollar/DM 0.635 0.333 0.717 0.020 -0.494 0.709 15.258 0.714
(13.02) (0.864) (1.775) (2.579) (-1.269)
HK dollar Effective 4.64 -0.1035 0.3261 -0.0172 -0.2411 0.8367 32.02 0.68
Exchange Rate (139.96) (-0.4) (1.083) (-2.951) (-0.979)
Notes:
a
see notes in Table 5.1
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Pertaining to the 11K dollar/US dollar regression, the inclusion
of the lagged money supply variable does significantly improve the
goodness of fit. In addition, all the parameter estimates are consistently
right-signed and significant. The combined monetary influence on the
exchange rate at 0.75, as measured by the sum coefficient value of
the current and the lagged money supply variable, is found to be much
closer to the theoretical value of unity than that as reported in the
HK dollar/US dollar regression in Table 5.13.
As regards to the other regression equations, the results are less
satisfactory. In all cases, the coefficients of In are found to
be insignificant. Moreover, the combined monetary effects are not much
different from those as reported in Table 5.13.
Given below are the charts that plot the actual and estimated
exchange rate movements that corresponds to the results in Table 5.14.
5.3.5 Summary
The predominant impression left by our results is that though the
monetary model is not a complete explanation of the variation of the Hong
Kong dollar exchange rate, it is workable and it is superior to the PPP
models. Furthermore, it has to be noted that particularly good results
are obtained when the monetary model is applied to an analysis of the
HK dollar/US dollar bilateral rates. This is not at all surprising, as most
of the current account and capital account transactions are made in terms
of the US dollar.
The results are left where they stand, since it is not our intention
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FIGURE 5.5
HISTORICAL SIMULATION OF THE HONG KONG DOLLAR/US DOLLAR
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FIGURE 5.6
HISTORICAL SIMULATION OF THE HONG KONG/POUND
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FIGURE 5.7
HISTORICAL SIMULATION OF THE HONG KONG DOLLAR/DM
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FIGURE 5.8
HISTORICAL SIMULATION OF THE EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATE
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to provide a complete explanation of the variation of the Hong Kong
dollar exchange rates. Our objective is rather to see whether the
model adopted is workable in providing an adequate explanation. A
more refined analysis would therefore only be possible in a more
comprehensive and larger scale study, which is however, beyond our




Since the advent of generalized floating in November 1974, the movement
of the Hong Kong dollar has experienced increasing volatility. In response
to it, there emerges a host of explanations. As our narrative in Chapter
II showed, a list of factors have been brought into play, all in an
attempt to explain the movements of the Hong Kong dollar. These factors
include monetary expansion, inflation rates, capital flows, visible and
invisible trade balance, interest rate and the policy changes both
within and outside the territory. However, the explanations that put
forward are hardly systematic. Sometimes, the factors of speculative
capital flows and trade balance are stressed, while some other times,
the factors of interest rate movements and monetary expansion are
emphasized. The failure to provide a systematic analysis makes it
difficult for the traders and the government alike to predict the
possible trend movements and to identify the relative importance of
the factors cited above. Though the need for such an analysis is well
recognized, however, little effort in that direction has been made.
The main thrust of this thesis aims at filling the gap by analysing
the movements of the Hong Kong dollar exchange rate during the floating
period in the light of the PPP theory and the monetary approach. It
may also be viewed as a test of the PPP theory and the monetary approach
to the determination of the exchange rate within the Hong Kong context.
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The main theoretical frameworks, based on which the analysis was
made, was presented in Chapter III, together with a review of the earlier
theoretical discussions'and the critics of the theory. Chapter IV of
the thesis is a survey on the previous empirical studies pertaining to
both the PPP theory and the monetary approach. In Chapter V, the results
of the regression analysis that separately applies to the HK$/US$, HK$/L
and HK$/DNI bilateral rates as well as the effective exchange rate of
the Hong Kong dollar are reported. In what follows, the principal findings
and the implications that can be drawn are presented in Section 6.2, while
qualifications and suggestions for further research are furnished in Section
6.3.
6.2 Principal Findings and Implications
The principal findings which may be drawn from the empirical work are:
(1) The movements of the Hong Kong dollar cannot be well explained by the
simple version of the purchasing power parity which relates the values of
current measured prices to current exchange rates. Even due allowance is
made for the distributed impact of price level variation on exchange rates,
the results show no considerable improvement.
(2) There exists force of real factors which keeps price levels from
deviating from the paths dictated by purchasing power parity. Moreover
the exchange rates when expressed in real terms by using the domestic and
foreign consumer price indices, have shown significant swings and secular
trends. Moreover, there is a real depreciation of the Hong Kong dollar
exchange rate during the period under study.
(3) It is found that, however, the real factors which cause the changes
in relative prices, is less important in determining the trends of national
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price levels when expressed in common currency units. This implies that
the latter is largely determined by monetary conditions.
(4) The empirical results tend to support the general monetary approach
in explaining the Hong Kong dollar exchange rate movements, at least in
the case of HK dollar/US dollar and IIK$/h bilateral rates. In particular,
good results are obtained when the monetary model is applied to an
analysis of the HK dollar/US dollar bilateral rate.
(5) In all cases, the results suggests that variations in nominal rates
of interest are related to changes in inflationary expectations as a
result, high nominal rates of interest are associated with a depreciated
currency. However, as the interest rate elasticities are low, the change
in exchange rate expectations, and hence the exchange rate is not highly
responsive to a change in interest rate differential.
(6) The money supply variable, among others, is found to be the most
significant variable in the determination of the I-IK$/US$ and HK$/I
bilateral rates. However, the estimated coefficient values of that
variable are significantly different from the expected values of unity.
It is suspected that market expectations may have contributed to the
divergence between the expected theoretical value and the actual
estimated value of the monetary influence. Moreover, possibly due
to a change in the portfolio management on account of higher level
of interest rates since 1979, the narrow definition of money supply
is found not suitable in the exchange rate equations.
(7) The empirical result reveals that in the case of HK dollar/US dollar
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regression, the lagged money supply variable is significant and its inclusion
does improve the goodnesss of fit in a considerable manner.
(8) The proposition that an increase in domestic real income will induce
an offsetting exchange appreciation is also supported in the HK dollar/
Pound and HK dollar/US dollar regression. In both cases, exchange rate
changes are highly elastic with respect to relative real income changes.
The elasticities being respectively -1.9443 and -1.2929.
A number of implications can be drawn from the principal findings of
the empirical work, including:
(1) The relationship embodied in the traditional formulations of PPP
should not be viewed as a theory of the determination of exchange rates,
at least in the short run. Its main usefulness is in providing a guide
as to the general trend of exchange rates in the long run rather than the
short run fluctuations.
(2) Short-term exchange rate movements have been associated with changes
in relative interest rates, in a way that relatively higher domestic
interest rate will bring about an exchange depreciation, This confirms
the widespread belief that people holding assets in a weak currency, the
value of which is expected to decline, would demand a higher rate of
interest to compensate them for the likely capital loss. It also indicates
indirectly that the foreign exchange market is efficient. Given that in
a free money market, differences in interest rates are automatically reflecte
in the forward exchange market, where currencies are traded for delivery
on future dates, expectations concerning future exchange rates are thus
reflected in forward exchange rates. The low interest rate elasticity may
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indicate that the importance of the way in which changes in exchange rate
expectations are partially offsetted by the way in which change in those
interest differentials induced by monetary authorities in response to
exchange market pressure.
(3) The role of domestic and foreign money stock is most clear-cut in
the case of HK dollar/US dollar and HK dollar/Pound regression, which
may be interpreted as-implying first, that apart from variations in
relative real income levels, the path of an exchange rate over the long
run will follow closely the inverse of the path of relative money
supplies, and second, that in the short run, variations in rates of
relative monetary expansion will be the most important determinant
of expectations of relative inflation and exchange rate movements.
(4) A depreciating currency in association with a rise in real income
may also imply that in fast growing economies real exchange rates, defined
in terms of general price indices, may be perceived to rise, and in slow-
growing economies, to fall. This may also be explained by the 'productivity
bias'. The growth of productivity in (non-tradable) service sectors tends
to be relatively uniform (at a low level), the costs and prices of
tradables will tend to rise more slowly, in relation to those of non-
tradables, in fast growing than in slow-growing economies. Nevertheless,
because of data deficiencies, it is not possible to appeal to conclusive
supporting evidence for the assertions.
6.3 Qualification and Suggestions for Further Research
The practicability of a model depends on the specifications and the
econometric estimates of the structural equations. Although the monetary
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model is very simple and incorporates what may seem to be some extreme
simplifying assumptions, the empirical results are encouraging and suggests
that it would be an useful tool for analysing the movements of the Hong Kong
dollar. The concept is simple in that the appreciation or depreciation of
the currency is directly related to the underlying relative money supplies.
It should be emphasized that, however, as the forecasting properties of
the model has not been analysed, the simulation results should be treated
with caution by users wanting to make policy inferences. Indeed, as
discussed in Chapter V, market expectations have been important in affecting
the coefficient values of the relative money supplies variables. These
values may remain unstable over longer periods of time. This study should
probably be best regarded as an empirical exercise based on a well founded
theoretical model, an approach which seems to be potentially interesting
and fruitful for Hong Kong dollar exchange rate analysis. However, the
following aspects merit improvement in future research:
First, the interrelationship between interest rate differential and
the spot exchange rate should be taken into account in estimation. As
argued in Chapter III, if expectations were rational, the exogenity of
the interest rate differential cannot be defended, and it is related to the
spot exchange rate in a particular way.
Second, portfolio preference and the influence of risk premia on the
relative demand for the two currencies should also be taken into account.
This is both because changes in such preferences are potentially of great
relevance, and also, because the risk premia provide a channel of influence
for current account imbalances on real exchange rates.
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APPENDIX I
MAIN ADMINISTERED EXCHANGE RATE CHANGE, 1971- 1981
1971
1S Aug Dollar convertibility suspended: dollar depreciates against
sterling and most other European currencies and yen.
20 Aug Two-tier French franc rates established.
18 Dec Srlithsonian agreement, establishing parities with wider (±24%)
margins, entailing US dollar devaluation agaainst al.1 currencies
other than Canadian dollar (still floating).
1972
24 Apr European 'snake' agreement by six European Community Countries
came into effect, entailing ±18% margins. United Kingdom and
Denmark joined on 1 May, and Norway on 23 May.
23 June United Kingdom and lre]and floated their currencies.
27 June Denmark withdrew from snake.
10 Oct Denmark rejoined snake.
1973
22 Jan Swiss franc floated.
12 Feb US dollar devalued by 10% yen floated commercial lira floated
(two-tier market had been established in January). Swedish
krona and Finnish markka devalued by 5%.
19 Mar Deutschemark revalued by 3% against gold snake currencies
abandoned margin for US dollar.
29 June Deutschemark revalued by 52%.
17 Sept Dutch guilder revalued by S%.
16 Nov Norwegian krone revalued by 5%
1974
19 Jan French franc floated.
Eommercial French franc withdrawn.21 Mar
1975
10 July French franc rejoined Snake.
1976
15 Mar French franc floated.
8 Oct Deutschemark revalued by 20 Danish krone devalued by 40,
Swedish krona and Norwegian krone by 10.
1977
4 Apr Danish and Norwegian krone devalued by 3o, Swedish krona by 6%.
29 Aug Danish and Norwegian krone devalued by 5%, Sweden left snake.
1978
12 Feb Norwegian krone devalued by 80.
16 Oct Deutschemark revalued by 4% Dutch guilder and Belgian (and
Luxembourg) franc revalued by 2%.
1 Nov Co-ordinated stabilisation measures by United States, Japan,
West Germany and Switzerland.)
11 Dec Norway withdrew from snake, the krone being pegged to a trade-
weighted basket of currencies.
1979
13 Mar Snake replaced by European Monetary System (EMS), with a
band and eight participating countries: Ireland, Belgium,
Luxembourg, Denmark, West Germany, Italy, the Netherlands
and France.
24 Sept EMS realignment: deutschemark revalued by 2%, Danish krone
devalued by 3%.
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30 Nov Danish krone devalued by 50
1981
23 Mar Lira devalued by 6%.
4 Oct EMS realignment: deutschemark and Dutch guilder revalued
by 52%, French franc and lira devalued by 3%.
Source: Ilacche and Townend (1981), p.508
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APENIX II
SOURCES OF TILE DATA BASE
1. Exchange Rates
Exchange rates used in the regressions are quarterly average
figures. They are compiled from the Hong Kong Government, Hong Kong
Monthly Digest of Statistics, selected issues.
2. Prices
For Hong Kong, the Hang Seng Consumer Price Index (quarterly average)
is used. It is taken from Hong Kong Government, Hong Kong Monthly
Digest of Statistics, selected issues. For the United States, United
Kingdom and West Germany, the consumer prices are from International
Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, selected issues.
3. Money Supply
For Hong Kong, the quarterly average money supply figures are
from Hong Kong Government, Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics,
selected issues. For the United States, United Kingdom and West
Germany, the quarterly average money supply figures are from Inter-
national Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics,selected
issues.
4. Interest Rates
Both the day-to-day and three month money market rates for all
countries are from Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York,
World Financial Markets, selected issues.
S. Real income
For Hong Kong, the real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is used. It
is from Hong Kong Government, 1983 Economic Prospect. For the United
States, United Kingdom and West Germany, the real Gross National
Product (GNP) is used. They are from International Monetary Fund,
International Financial Statistics, selected issues.
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